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record unequalled by any politicil
THE KING'S BIRTHDAY
least 12 or more men would be Roose
in the whole history o;
London, June 3. Today was the forvelt sympathizers.
ty seventh birthday anniversary of
government,"
The RooBevelt leaders Intend to carSenator Burton urged monetary re-King George, who was born In Marlry the fight Into the convention and
.onus, revision of the tariff. In r:t j
borough, House, June 3, 18G5. His mabefore the credentials committee, If
A
TO
TO
SANTA
ahee upon aecuute Information and
there is anything that they consider
jesty spent the day quietly with his
'not under the pressure of loral or!
family. During the forenoop the mem-t?r"flagrant or unfair" In the actions of
of the diplomatic corps called at
the rational committee on the cases
personal. Interests. "Tariff revision,'
HELD
CLARA
j he said,
the palace and left messages of con"will Include the lowering oi
some
In
should
of
same
at
behalf
their respecthe
j
gratulation
duties, but
tive sovereigns. The anniversary was
time afford adequate and permimen'
TODAY IN CONGRESS
SO DECLARES SENATOR BURTON aid to
IN THAT
American industry. The re-- i STREET RIOT IN CLINTON, MASS., celebrated In the customary manner ROOSEVELT SUPPORTERS EXPECT
PART OP
Washington, June 3. Senate: Met TROUBLE
BEFORE THE OHIO RE PUB- RESULTS IN INJURY OF
today at all naval and military sta
publican party has been loyal to a
TO BOLT IF NOT TREATED
noon.
at
CUBA HAS REACHED CRITtions throughout the empire. In Lon
policy based upon a magnificent con-- ,
LICAN CONVENTION.
Naval affairs committee placed
SEVEN.
PROPERLY
ICAL STAGE.
don and at all home stations, howevceptlon, namely, that this country
back in naval appropriation bill pro
should hA. aa fat ma nnecthla iiuir.
er, the official observance of the an
vision for two battleships stricken
CUKE NOT CN THE TARIFF sufficient, that with unlimited re- - TWO WOMEM
AEE
niversary will not take place until THEY AEKIYE IN CHICAGO out by the house.
NEW KEOECESME AE2IVIX5
x
Juno 14.
sources in field, the forest, and the
Senator Raynor, offering sa amend
a development shall be main-- i
SPEAKER AtSSERTS THAT PRES- j mine,
IDLE WEAVERS ARE RESPONS
WORKERS FOR THE COLONEL ARE ment to pension appropriation bill to THEY ARE FLOODING THE PROV-INC- E
tallied, in which the prosperity and
Increase the pension of wile of AdENT CONDITIONS ARE NOT
A
IBLE FOR
IN CONVENTION' CITY READY
REIGN OF ANAND CAUSING INBUTTER COMES DOWN.
abundance of employment which
miral Schley, paid high tribute to
CAUSED BY IT.
ARCHY IN THE TOWN.
TO BEGIN WORK
from
j comes
Elgin, III., June 3. The quotation
CREASED
MENACE.
the workshop and the
vicSchley and gave him credit for
t factorv,
committee of the Klgin board of
shall be joined to prosperity
j
at
Santiago.
tory
on the farm.
trade today declared butter firm at
Passed bill for pension o) $150 a DEATH TO ALL
AND
TAFT
ROOSEVELT
UP
TO
NATIONAL
COMMITTEE
25
a
I
rents
WHITES"
"Even If existing tariff schedules OFFICERS
pound.
AREJBOMBARDED
month for Mrs Schley,
we have adjusted ourselves
j are high,
Judiciary committee repor fcd In fa
SUPPORTERS OF EACH WILL TRY for many years to the present pro THEY DO NOT USE THEIR WEAP-UNTHAT BODY IS ASSURED IT MUST vor of Incorporating a
natlojial Insti- SINISTER WAfiCRY ADOPTED BY
tective tariff system. Any ImmediTO CONTROL THE PARTY
UNTIL MANY
tute of arts and letters and a nation
PLAY FAIR ON ALL THE
BLACKS IN SANTIAGO
ate or serious change will cause a
SQUADRON
GATHERING.
al academy of arts and leto-rsBADLY CRIPPLED.
CONTESTS
COUNTRY.
wrench which will Involve our whole
House: Met at 11 a. m. hnd con
business structure In widespread
sidered legislation on regulir calen
Columbus, O., June 3. "No com- disaster. In this connection let me
VISITS AMERICA Chicago, June 3. The vanguard of dar.
Clinton, Mass., June 3. Seven perWashington, June .3. Demoralizapromise" was the slogan of both Taft say that any anticipation of material sons, Including two women, were
tion is extensive ia Santa Clara provthe political hosts who are to make
Passed bill to protect American
and Roosevelt leaders as the hour decrease in
wounded in a fight here today beince, Cuba, and white families are
Chicago their camping ground until trade and
prices to the consumer
Bhlpping from foreign ship
when
tween
Into
THREE
the police and striking LancasBIG FIGHTING MACHINES the nomination of a republican candiapproached today
they go
under tariff reductions in sure to
refuge in. Cienfuegos, according
taking
trust.
j
convention to fight for Ohio's six prove delusive. Transfer of tun Beat ter mill weavers. The police used
WnRMLY WELCOMED AT
to
a
date for president arrived today and ping
from American Consul
telegram
York
Representative Akin of N.v
delegates-at-largto the national conHAMPTON ROADi.
hotel corridors and republican national asked
Baehr to the state department Ha
jf manufacturing of any product from their revolvers, while the strikers
Office
of
law
of
Investigation
vention. United States Senator Bur- our own
committee headquarters were throng- the
reported that negro insurgents are
country j.o foreign countries hurled brick and stone at the officers.
j
postofflce department
ton, temporary chairman of the
Fort Monroe, Juue 3.
ed with the skirmish line.
attacks near Cruces and
would, in view of the great extent of One striker was seriously injured,
Joseph
board
in; sundry making
eliminated
Tariff
vention, also declared there would our markets, causet a material rist while three were taken to a hospital. Taft s official welcome of the vimtiug B. Keallng, of Indiana, opened the
in
Trinidad
the same province. Large
civil appropriation bill; President
be no compromise in the convention abroad as well aa at home."
it is alleged that a striker lnter- - German warships here today began a Taft headquarters In readiness for
of strange negroes appear- -.
numbers
Can;
allowed
Panama
Taft's
expenses
and said the gossip that the delega
woman on her way to round of festivities and olticial func- the arrival of Congressman William
Mr. Burton reviewed
the present lfel e(" witu
al fortifications and public Jmildlng ing in the province are believed to be
tion would be split was nof founded
tions
will
end
that
work.
screams
the
when
B.
woman's
The
only
forces
of
Taft
head
the
cost
of living as a cause of pre
from Haiti and Jamaica.
McKinley,
brought
high
appropriations cut
on fact
but .the officer was squadron weighs anchor for homo. who Is expected before nighL '
valent discontent and exonerated the a policeman
Owini to the decision ot General
of
States
United
Attorney
Cuyahoga
county's uninstructed Payne-Aldrlc-h
tariff law from re- roughly handled by a crowd and po- The kaiser's three big fighting maOrmsby McHarg, who is to repres- New York, testified In the Archbald Monteagudo to divide his army into
delegation ot 53 stands 45 for Taft sponsibility. "The future," he said, lice were hurried to the scene. The chines that have come to the United ent the Roosevelt men in contests, alcompackv of 20 and 30 men each
. and 8 for Roosevelt," said Senator "will marvel at the inaccurate thinn- strikers took up a position on the top States to return the American fleet's so arrived with a hatch of briefs to hearing.
to tight I small bands of rebels In a
Burton.
to
came
Kiel
visit
to
last
a
from
of
up
a
and
maintained
year,
it
slope
or
The
which
be
committee.
to
ing
submitted
the
demogogical
appeals
very wiffl country, it is difficult for
Committee Chairman Brown, leader have fostered the idea that the pres- bombardment with bricks and stones Hampton . Roads from Lynn Haven claim of R. B. Howell, elected repub
the Amtrfitan legation to obtain news
DENTIST MURDERED
of the Roosevelt camp, said his fig- ent scale of
prices results from the in which many of the officers were bay early this morning escorted by lican national committeeman from
La., June 3. Dr. D. W. of the operations.
Alexandria,
ures of 420 of the 754 delegates had tariff
the ships ot Admiral
Winslow s Nebraska, that he should be seated
An luarovement in the conditions
legislation of this or any other hurt.
Gibson,' a young dentist of Mission,
heen reached without counting any administration. We are
Third
division
of
fleet. In
the
Atlantic
The
hill
officers
the
up
charged
witnessing
place ot Victor Rosewater, the Tex., mysteriously disappeared here near Dai iuiri, Cuba, is reported to tha
of tha Cuyahoga delegation.
L. C. an
from Nebaska, last night and evidence obtained by the state de .irtment today from the New
upward movement in prices which twice, but each time were driven Both squadrons roared out a 21 gun
Laylin, Taft's state manager, holds is world-widsteamed continued to be the main topic of con- police leads to the belief that be was York ht
back. The police fired a volley into salute aa the Mayflower
dquarters ot the iron com'
to the claim that the president will
murdered for the purpose of robbery. pany wh se plant was threatened by
"People demand a large abundance the air, but this did not appear to into the Roads, with President Tatt versation.
have 408 delegates.
of the conveniences of life and a alarm the strikers. Then the officers and the German ambassador. Count
lack of en
Cecil Lyon, national committeeman Bloodstained clothes identified as Dr. lnsurreci is. There is
Trains and Oraction cars early today
from.
greater share of its luxuries. Farm levelled their weapons at he strik- von Bernstorlf, aboard.
from Texas, arrived with the claim Cibson's.n- t;he couragement however,
reports
Red tU(4.4yjn
began pouring delegates ami poli- ing population has barely held Its er and charged-vQnly this luoniing the American
th hilj a thid
iifilnta The cOilav.lMr"WAf-'Texas Roosevelt lelegatlon for
the
he
pf
ticians into Columbus, while dele- own, while the cities of our own com time, a few shots
fiead-e'..Blood on the bridge railing and
'Jadlctttetn
seats in the convention sbelnj fired on the ships slii.pedv tueir 3oles and'
down the jtoads. The first streaks
slashes in the clothing indicate existence oi urnuprises,
knife
commitgates and officials already on the monwealth and throughout the coun- way. One shot wounded a weaver In
Atlonai
Altnougn me
v.,
ly asserted that the
them gliding tee would uphold h',' contention.
.
that he was stabbed to death end his Cuban government has report's- ground were busy making the final try have Increased enormously. Con- the leg. The disturbers were dis of dawn disclosed
The river victory over the insurgent bands near
to the Virginia capes o meet the visriver.
into
the
thrown
body
preparations for the opening of the sumers of food are increasing out of persed.
Roosevelt
Mr. McHarg t,rid other
Dr. Gibson arrived El Cobra, state department advices
itors. Things have been in a great
,
republican state convention at 4 all" proportion to producers and there
leaders said thes were taking no part is being dragged.
two
and
wife
is
still
there
his
bustle aboard both squadrons for the in the Howell
the
situation
with
are
o'clock this afternoon at Memorial Is a like increase in their average
that
here
memyesterday
'controversy and
last three days making ready for the bers of the national committee, allied smal.1 children. He left his hotel at 9 threatening and it is expected the Pa-- ,
hall. Numerous conferences were in
LOBIUER HILL TALK
consumption.
reception. The red s rust and salt of with the Taft forces, intimated the o'clock last night, telling his wife he ducah will carry out her original orprogress during the morning between
"Aded to all these Is the general
c
a
have beenl claim of the Nebraska man would be was going to visit some old friends In ders and sail to Santiago, the nearest
the Taft and Roosevelt managers rise in prices due to the enormous
voyage
IN HIS OWN DEFENSE removed from the German
and the various delegations.
fighters quickly settled when it was formally Pineville, across the Red river from port to El Cobra, as soon as her comIncrease in the production of gold,
Alexandra. That was the last seen of mander feels it safe to do so.
United States Senator Theodore j. which was $118,000,000 in 1890, and
by a coat of gray point. Decks, holypresented. They took the view that
stoned and swabbed, glistened as the aa the national committee is not or him.
Burton of Ohio, delivering the keyACCUSED SENATOR'S
CASE TO
sun broke through clouds that bad
note speech before the republican
No News From the Front.
(Continued on Page Four)
ganized by statute the election of a
COME TO A VOTE IN THE
couna dark day.
threatened
state convention, declared the
committeeman
by state primary or by
SENATE SOON.
June 3. The government
Havana,
Every ship had been made fit for other means would not necessitate
try was confronted with a crisis far
not in receipt of news from the
was
which
and
hundreds of colored flags setting aside precedents and change COLORADO
it has SOON WE WILL HAVE -- Washington, June
BurpasBing any through
3.The fight parade
front today beyond the report that
filled in the freshening the
passed in the memory of the present
over Senator Lorlmer's election will flapped and
membership before the completion
the damage done by the rebels ia
boatgeneration. He deplored the absence
of the convention.
come up in the senate lomorrow, breeze. Just at daybreak the
and burning Lamaya had
EAT
TO
CEASE
TO
swain's whistles about the German
COURT DECISIONS sacking
from; the polls of a, great percentage
when Senator Kern, leading the
Alexander H. Revell, head of the
The railroad staueen
exaggerated.
announced the escort of Ameriot voters in recent state primaries.
Roosevelt league, arrived from
forces which eeek to unseat the Illi- ships
wooden
building:
a
temporary
tion,
can ships approaching.
He1 foreshadowed many of the tenFrom the
will make the first
the Oyster. Bay conference. He said
PRICE OF FOODSTUFFS HAS GONE nois senator,
houses were
thatched
few
and
a
ets that will be laid down in the
bridge of the Moltke, the German the general Roosevelt committee was LOUIS WECHTER
MUST HANG
UP TEN PER CENT IN A YEAR
speech in what promises to be. a two
burned, the loss not exceeding a few
a string of signal flags
form to be adopted at the '"coming
flagBhlp,
of
the
to
watch
progress
MAY
PUNISH
weeks'
FOR
ON THE AVERAGE
debate.
MURDER;
appointed
thousand dollars. It is now denied
broke out and waved a. message to affairs and declined to dlsclss' the
national republican convention and
The majority of the investigating
PEN GRAFTERS
that General Mendieta gave the rebIroncost
of
The
Bremen
the
and Stettin.
living,
reviewed the high
New York, June 3. It costs more committee has reported that the
question of the temporary chairmanels 24 hours in whicn to surrender.
RoadB to
to various cases,
which he 'traced
which had been preferred to Sen- ' Denver, Colo., June 3. Three Imto live in this, the uionth of June, 1912, charge that Mr. Lorlmer'a election clads glided into Hampton
ship
The story of a government victory
the scene of the first battle of their ator Elihu Root by the
and declared they weer not attribut than ever before in the
history of the was brought by bribery and corrup-ITniteportant decisions were handed down near Palma Soriano last Wednesday
cereSenaand
the
law.
a
kind
half
tariff
to
ago,
the
able
century
present
on arrangement.
States, except perhaps during ition, has not. been proved. Senator
by the state supreme court today. By when many rebels were said to have
monies of official reception proceedtor Burton deplored the spectacle of war time. Prices today are on the
which we are the court's
"The
thing
great
lead
will
the
Dillingham,
chairman,
action, the public utilities been slain by artillery tire, now also
f
ed.
that ot the to-a vote barely
10 per cent higher than defense
working for," said Mr. Revell, "is the suit is dropped, Louis Wechter must proves to have been false. It origiand support the contention
average
nearly
There are two sailor princes nomination of Theodore. Roosevelt.
tal electorate In recent primaries m one year aso, according to trade au-- j that the senate, having once
for the killing of W. Clifford nated in the fact thai the mountain
One We shall stick to that great idea and hang
Ohio and other states. The absence
Food products are the ated, hita, cannot "try him again on aboard the German squadron.
and the attorney general guns shelled a position supposed to
Burrowes
is Prince Henry of Reuss and the oth- pay little attention to
of voluntary interest In the ballot highest on record. Meat, tjirgs, butter.
may prosecute former penitentiary of- be occupied by the rebels and where
practically the same charge,
Henas
Prince
ia
er
Prince Christian.
box he characterized
alarming. fish, potatoes, coffee, tea, sui;ar, salt.; Senator Lee of Tennessee, Senator
Joseph B. Keallng announced that ficers for alleged grafting from state the government troops later found
ry, however, is not the same who the Taft headquarters Btaff would in- funds.
The primary he said, seems the Ideal molasses, rice, beans and peas, aver- - Kenyon of Iowa and others are
traces of blood.
several
system, but equally good results
22 ner cent higher; wheat, corn, nected to- uneak 'nvninflt Mr. Lorimer Visited the United States
William Barnes, Jr., of New
clude
filed
a
members
by
stipulation
fpon
It is rumored that a resolution will
could be obtained if the electors de--,
barlev flour ef0 ,i3 per cell, and many w, fipeak for nim. Sena. years ago as the representative of the York; Newall Saunders of Tennessee; of the public utilities commission and be presented In senate today abrogatnor
sired that representative menbehlgner
tor Lorimer expects to speak in his kaiser. Neither Prince Henry
Senator Murray Crane of Massachu- the new city treasurer and auditor, ing the Morua law which prohibits
is of the temporal
chosen to select the candidates.
are the OIlly thinss good Ul own l)efense
Senator Penrose of Pennsylva- the public utilities suit was dropped. the formation pf political parties on
Senator primer has Prince Christian
setts;
Senator Burton predicted that no:eat tbat have grmvn c.heayel. durinn arrived from Chicago. He declined family' and neither represents any of nia; former Senator Hemingway of hTe suit was
brought last year by racial lines. Opposition Is responof the German
government. Indiana; J. T. Adams of Ibwa; G. J. members of the commission
radical changes looking toward civic fthe last 21 months, but they still are ta ansWer
'
when asked if he ficial
directly
against sible for the present negro rebellion, .
re-;
come 'merely a3 lieutenants ot Diekman
Charles
betterment would follow such
of. Michigan.
h!ghPr than Ul ,910. Leather products had anv Intention of resigning, and They
Treasurer Ij. C. Greenlee and according to leaders.
City
..
the German navy.
forms as 'the primary, the initiative, cosl i2 per cent aIl(i chemicals and wl,en 88ked about the
secretary to the president, is Auditor A. K. Vickery, who refused
reported poll
President Taft and his party leave expected also. The time of his arriv- salaries to the commissioners on the'
the referendum and certain not the.drugg l3 per cent more than a yearof the senate which is said to be
"Death to Whites."
later today lor al Is not known.
on the Mayflower
recall, "unless there be a widespread aKO
Txtile goods, however; are a?.,,,,.. i,im- ronlioi, ha tnow ground that the commission was Ilof
German
officers
which
arouse
the
was
and
the
talk
.sbaU
Washington
there
said
Santiago, June 3. Many refugees
awakening
trifle cheaper.
Mr. Revell
0f jt. The senator declined to discuss
legal.
follow tomorrow aftei they have a separate convention; that Colonel
will
citizen to a new and abiding sense of
from
Lamaya, which was seized by
reThe averge increase in food prc-jha
Louis Wechter was denied
plans further than to say he
ana
comof
officers
ashore
the
on Wednesday, are arrivnational
which
been
rebels
his responsibility to the state and to
the
20
guests
is nearly
Roosevelt expected
per cent,
peeted to gpeak ,n hu own defenBe
hearing In his case. Last month the the
'
men of the American squadron. mute to be fair in Its treatment He
here.
the community."
They report that upward
means that the. house wife must pay!
supreme court denied his application ing
While the German officers are being said no arrangment9 whatever had for a
negroes entered shouting
TAFT BUREAU IN CHICAGO
Passing by the record of the re- ?6 to fill a market basket that cost
begin- of 600
week
the
and
attend-anv- e
"death to whites." They pillaged and
publican party's earlier achievements, her $5 to fill in June, 1911. The bigChicago, June 3. The headquarters entertained the German sailors will been made for the personal
ning August 25, was fixed as the time
Yankee
with
the
a
time
of
unsuccessful
meat
in
beenbe
the
strug- gest advances have
"the days
of the Taft campaign are now located
of the colonel.
having
for his execution. Wechter was sen- then burned the stores.
American naval pfflcers at Guanta-nam-o
The National Tart bu- - tars in athletic contests and other enThe defeat of the majority of the tenced to death for killing W. C. Burgle under Fremont and its matchlet-recor- d prices, beef 26 per cent; hog products in Chicago.
ofsucto
German
When
50
and
the
his
under Lincoln
visited Lamaya after the reb40 per cent, and mutton over
per- reau opened Its offices In the Congress tertainment.
Roosevelt contests when presented
rowes In a local cafe on the evening
els had withdrawn, and made photocessors, Senator Burton traced the cent
hotel this morning and will keep Its ficers arrive in Washington Tuesday the national committee would not end of February, 11, 1911.
of the scenes of destruction.
there will be an exchange of official the fight for the seating of these concourse of events up to the present
Dealers lay the Increase to la3t typewriters clicking day and night
In the
penitentiary graft graphs
to
German
at
was
the
.and
luncheon
and
which
visits
situation
according
The
appears increasing
poor
.til
the
crop,
battle for the republican preslcampaign.
delegations,
hay
testing
case, the supreme court reversed the
"The last four years of republican the general high cost ot provender. dential nomination la ended In the embassy and the officers will be Roosevelt members of the national decision of the district court of Fre- grave and much alarm is felt.
Members of the chamber of comcontrol of the nation," he feaid, "have Poor crops are also held responsible conventino that Is to assemble here guests at dinner at the White House committee now here. Pearl Wright, mont county, which held that the
Later they return national committeeman from Louisia- state could not prosecute John Cleg-hor- mence are considering a proposition
been marked with an unprecedented for dearer, breadstuffs. Economists two weeks hence. The bureau is In on Wednesday.
amount of beneficient legislation. differ as to the reasons for the gen- charge of Director William B. McKIn to their ships and the squadron na, and a strong Roosevelt worker,
of the penitentiary, to call a meeting at which a request
Our party organization has taken thl eral upward tendency of all commodi- ley and his staff of assistants who moves up to New York where anoth- said the contest, If carried beyond the and D, E. Gibson, a Canon City lum- for American Intervention will be
lead for now these fifty years and we ties during recent years which has have been transferred here from er round of entertainments Is wait national committee, would come before berman, In connection with alleged ir(Continued on Page 4)
can congratulate ourselves upon a been worldwide.
a credentials committee, in which at regularities at the state penitentiary.
Washington.
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Highway association and again at AAt
!.rn(t was pledged.
lbuquerque
Santa Fe another pledge was mutle
of $1,500 and tonight the men of J,b
Vegas are to be given a chance to organize and place this city squarely
on the
highway.
The Times car Is being sent by
across
General Harrison Gray Otis
the continent at his own expense.
am not Instructed to advertise makes
of automobiles, tires, pits or accesor-les- .
The Owner a' the Los Angeles
Times has the good roads plan at
heart and is wflllng to help route this

MEXICO HAS

HIE

ACROSS

IL

FOREIGN iMtiWS NOTES

II

J

or sell them' to German citizens ou
3 The American comnow touring Europe In the easy terms. Those contract of gale
are to contain clauses providing for a
interests of the Panama canal
to be held at. San Francisco, heavy money penalty in caBe the
did not duplicate in Berlin the social lands are sold to Poles, making such
success of its visit in Londpon, due a sale out of the question.
EVERY TOWN, SO FAR, HAS CONlargely to the absence from the capl- TRIBUTED TO THE
told of the Emperor and Foreign SecHIGHWAY.
An amusing balloon episode Is re.
retary Henry von
The German social functions in their ported from Elchstaedt, a town or
in Southern Ger8,000 population
iBy Bert C. Smith, Automobile Edit- great highway across the continent. honor were comparatively modest
in
which
to witness a
or, The Times, Los Angeles.)
order
many,
The tour ot the Times car has been
,
Covered with the dust of three a triumphant one to this point.
From the point of view of their ac- much desired descent allowed the
orstates the Times
As we crossed Arizona we secured tual mission, however, they received balloon to be filled from the municiLas
yesreached
car
Vegas
The
ascent was
ganizing
$10,256 toward the national highway most serious and flattering attention, pal gas supply.
terday with Dell M. Potter, national fund. We expect to raise at least the exposition project and the invita made successfully, but when night
High-waorganizer of the
this much in New Mexico. We tound tion for German participation being came the residents found that the enassociation. Plans were made for many men in the towns through given ,the thorough and businesslike tire contents of the gasometer had
a meeting tonight and prominent which we passed planning to come consideration characteristic of the gone Into the bag. Candles and oil
business men ot Las Vegas took hold to this city for the Johnson-Flyn'
lamps furnished all the light In the
Germans.
of the movement which has for its fight We were asked many quesLuncheons given by under secretar town that night.
object the building ot a national high tions concerning the July 4 battle ies in the ministries ot foreign and
way from the Pacific to the Atlan- and
Yuma
from
right Btralght interior affairs and by the president
St. Petersburg, June 3. The Rustic.
men of affairs of Germany's permanent exposition
througli we found
cotton industry is feeling the efsian
The Times car left Los Angeles 13 planning to make the trip to this city commission served only as Interludes
fects of the abrogation of the Russoof
route
and
Banning
the
days ago
In order to be at the ringside when in conferences in which members bt
the proposed transcontinental boule the two big pugilists meet for .the the commission were called upon to lAmerican treaty. Russian determi
nation to resist influence with refervard has been carefully measure J. world' 'heavyweight championship.
explain every detail of the San Fran- ence to the Jewish passport question
We find we are 1.150.7 miles from
cisco project and demonstrate exact- is now seen to involve the eventualLos Angeles in a direct line and we
PROPRIETARY MEDICINES
ly in wbat ways German participa ity ot trade hostilities with America.
have covered every foot of the route. are usually the result of the whole tion would be of benefit to German
To Russia the most vital article
At leaBt 11.000 miles of this run has sale
not of
Business,
preparation of some mothers' trade and industry.
n
, trade is cotton.
been over roads which are tourabla recipei or doctor's prescription which
marked the deliberations, Consequently, when
aggressive proat the present time. ,, About 50 miles has been found especially successful sentiment,
those before the perma posals were introduced in the Duma
of the route is in bad shape and In reljiving the ailments for which it particularly
nent commission on expositions, an upon the heels
pf the abrogation, pubneeds attention at once.
is prepared, and which has stood the organization uniquely German, whose
lic opinion, in unison with Baron
One of the thrilling incidents of the test it time.
duty it is to examine thoroughly the
trip came on the Arizona desert as Such is Lydia E. Plnkham's Vege- many exposition projects constantly Knop and all other cotton manufacturers, cried out that reprisals on
we were driving from Yuma to Phoetable; Compound, originally prepared springing up and ta recommend or American
products Wiuld strike none
nix. This run of 206 miles was from? roots and herbs
for female ills refuse German participation In them. but
the Russian consumer.
made in the hottest weather of the
by Ljdla E. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass. It annually examines about 000 pro
The patriotic motive now is to free
year. Far out on the desert, 15 miles For iiearly forty
yearB it has proven jects, of which scarcely a dozen are Russia from' American cotton,
from Deep Wells, a station which is a
jor
grrat benefactor to the women of recommended to the German govern some American
farming machines
misnamed as the well contain no Amej-icin relieving female diseases ment and business men. Among she cannot
hope to free herself jonn
water, we noticed a pkeuUir object of every nature. Its wopderful su those disapproved by the commission
because of quality.
TheN peasants
out on the white sauds.1 At first we cess'
proves its merit.
recently were the exposition at and the opposition
voti
threw out
was
it
a
thought
coyote! We direct
Brussels and a contemplated Austra-lio- bounties for Russian-omi- t
machines
ed our car toward the Mac speck.
'"JIjNE WEEK" AT ANNAPOLIS
"world's fair.'
in a ministerial bill for farm maAs we approached weUere alarmAnnapolis,1 Mr., June 3. Annapolis
The permanent commission and the chines
ed to find it was a man in his hands is
manufacture, but th.j Duma
irj a gay and festive mood for the government will be influenced in members in
the Joint committea reand knees and when we
him celetration of "June week" at the nav their decision largely by the Ameri- ceded from the Duma vote, and the
we found A. E. Weeks
f Whittler, al aiademy, the period during which
tan tariff situation, .the prevailing bounties clause has been restored.
Calif., almost crazed for k ant of wat the J board of visitors appears and custom
rates, and the troubles recent Only the
agrarian and peasant inter
er. He had essayed to Jake the run wheit the class whose members have
ly experienced by German importers ests now might stay tho withdrawal
across the desert on a dwtorcycle in comh ted the four-yea-r
course is gradu
one of the main
arguments of the reduced schedule on
foro'gt.
advance of the Times it and lost atedl The vanguard of the expected being
a German representation at
against
new works ar-Even
machinery.
so,
bis way and was in dai: er of dying throng reached Annapolis
Saturday. San Francisco.
It is further pointed tplanned at Riga,
Kiev, and othei
from thirst. We gave iim sips of Other visitors are coming in on every out
that Germany has
authoritatively
German and Russla.1 cap!
points
by
water but he fought savi rely for the train, and by tomorrow morning the
thrice taken part in international ex- tal.
African water bottles w carried on city will be crowded. The eexrclses
positions in the United States wtih-ou- t
A still greater impetus has been
the car. We carried We Its to Phoe-av- e ot the week began this morning with
direct adequate returns, an exto home cotton. The minister
given
nix, but were forced to 1
his ma- - the official reception to the board of hibit worth more than $2,500,000 at
of agriculture, M. Krivoshein, with a
chine on tire desert.
farewell
with
will
end
the
and
recovered visiters,
St. Louis resulting in sales of only
" ption
siau oi experts, pes completed a
from his
but physicians ball on Worden
tok
$400,000.
Field,
j
fortnight's tour of Inspection In the
ri -- On the
ither hand, the commission ooHoo d,st:iPTii or
gade( of midshipmen, headed by-- U.t
Asia. The
foe fid
tin
i ,a
which
consider.
tne payne tariff,
ImThe, find o ft J man oh the desert academy band, did the honors.
at present bas entirely the . export Russian delegate at the coming in
ternational congress of navigation i
nade re;ti good roads boosters ot ev mediately following the reception an of many
products to the
m. snovguenorr, an en
ery member of the crew of the car. infantry drill by the brigade took United States tiM renders their dis
glneer
has been com
by
profession,
7,'Btional Organizer Potter has offer place, folowed with an inspection of
play at San Frantisco useless, will missioned to make a
of the big
ed to provide signs to be placed along the several departments at the acad- from now on
study
a
pro
probably undergo
the route of the national highway in emy, under the guidance of the naval cess of revision downward, giving irrigation works, with mechanical ap
officers on duty, This afternoon Cap
which are now being car
order that tourists may not be lost.
German exhibitors some chance of pliances,
We are in this city after a run that tain John M. Gibbons, superintendent returns from their exhibits. Further- ried out in the United States.
All Russian cotton In Central Asia
has been one of the most novel tours of the academy, tendered a reception more, the commission holds that the
Is irrigation grown. Upon 1,026,000
ever made. Our car caught fire In to the official party at his quarters in fields of business
activity to be open- of the total
of 3,500,000 acres ot lrrl
the Black Mesa hills and was almost Brake row.
ed by the inauguration of the Panaland there has been produced
gated
destroyed. Then we rushed the ma DEMANDS
on
ma
not
Pacific
the
canal,
only
OF RAILROAD CLERKS
chine into the Black river, and the
roughly, half of the cotton Russia
Boston, June 3. The biennial con coast of the United States but also now needs. But
waner flowed over the hood.
We
this area has been
Canvention of tho International Brother in Central and South America,
spent three hours in the water, but hood
powerless to change the ratio, and
of Railroad clerks began in this ada and even East Asia, are so great
has barely succeeded in keeping up
this did not dampen our ardor for
city today with an attendance of sev that German businessmen may well
the demand. Alongside of it
with
good roads. A bridge is being built en
hundred delegates from all parts seize the opportunity of coming in
over the place where our car almost
are 6,000,000 acres of su thowever,
of the United States, Canada and Mex contact with the visitors expected in
able
available for irrigation
land,
dropped out of, sight and will be ' com- ico. The clerks are now
negotiating San Francisco from these countries from the waters ot the
pleted within a month.
Syr' Darya
for a new agreement with the 15 lead
The permanent commission has as
The run from Springerville to
and the Oxus, at an estimated ex
no
is
there
reached
decision, but
was made after dark but our ing railroads of New England and the yet
of from $19 to $38 per acre, the
eastern states and this matter will be good ground to expect that the last pense
car; struck a sixty mile an hour gait
to occupy 20 to 25 years. Causes
one of the most important to be con considerations will result in a favor work
and John' Zak, our intrepid drivar,
connected with the cost, the requisite
sidered by the convention. The clerks able reply to the American invitation.
made a record on this run and reachtechnical skill and labor, the In
and
ask for the establishment of the eight- How great a representation
volved land and water rights have
ed, Magdalena in time to hold a meet- hour
workday, a wage minimum of whether a general one, embracing all
hitherto blocked progress.
ing, at which $1,000 were raised for
Bills
$2.25, time and a half for overtime, aspects of German business and man
the good roads' fund.
before the Duma, or being
pending
pay for holidays, a
vacation an ufacturing life, ' will be made, de
At another meeting in Socorro we
drafted by the ministry of agriculnually, and a general wage increase pends largely on the attitude taken
raised $1,000 for the
ture, establish a water law in the
for all of at least 25 cents day.
the
of
treasury
the
department
by
Turkestan and permit private initiand particularly, by the emperor on
ative and capital to assist the treashis return. His majesty's influence
in this big undertaking. A con
is confidently expected to be thrown ury
tract with a Moscow engineer, M
ade
a
Into the scale for
thoroughly
Tchaeff, calls for the completion of a
quate and representative display.
canal to irrigate 135,000 acres in Sa
markand province by 1914. The work
The 'government, despite a series had been advancing slowly for years,
ot flat failures in its repressive meas when the
events in
ures against the Poles, has by no tervened and forced the pace.
A group of Moscow business men,
means lost courage and it is now ask
ing the ReichBtag for an appropria headed by M. Kusnetsoff, of the Pere- Some folks go on clogging their
systems and drugtion of $25,000,000 to be used in keep- slavl cotton manufacture, who accom
ging their brains day after day with tea and coffee
ing lands now owned by Germans out panied the minister on his tour, has
halt sick most of the time. They wonder what balks
of the hands of the Poles. Several bid. for the irrigation of 540,000 acres
their plans and keeps them down.
million dollars haB heretofore been in the center of Ferghana with the
used in the effort, but without appre waters of the Naryn and
Suppose you stop tea and coffee JO days and try
ciable effect, for in the five years Their Russian and Swiss engineers
from 1906 to 1911 more than
are now rushing the surveys.
The
acres of land in East Prussia, terms of their offer call for a grant
Pomerania and Silesia passed from on a part of the irrigated area to ihe
German into Polish ownership. A company in' fee simple or
qualified,
similar danger, but of less Import the crown, to receive an equal part.
to threaten the Three hundred thousand dollars , nas
ance, is conceived
and learn what a difference it makes to body and brain
Germans in Northern Schleswig, been assigned for study of other pro
where the DaneB are slowly getting jects, as well as $4,500,000 for canals
to use a food-drin- k
in place of a drug-drin- k.
hold of land, despite the fact that a already begun.
The building of a railroad from
majority of them are denied the privilege of citizenship by Germany.
Arys, on the Orenburg-Tashken- t
line,
The fund asked by the government to Verny, in Semiretchensk
province.
Potum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Crk, Mich.
is to he administered by a special 726 miles away, has been sanctioned
commission which will buy threaten- by the proper authorities. The
plan
ed farm properties and either lease calls for its
'completion in 1915. It
ocean-to-ocea-
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could be built in two years.
Its ca-- j
will l.a O kiH) TmiI, t,,,1,tu v,a.
ly of Seniiri'tchensk grain to relieve
Ferghana and Samarkand, where
prices are double the market rate. Be
ing in itself a splendid outlet for the
grain of Russian colonists in
who are 3i per cent of the
population, It will serve its. principal
purpose in automatically releasing a
large part (perhaps up to a million
acres) of irrigated land in Ferghana
and Samarkand- from the obligatory
grain crop, to pass under the more
valuable cotton crop. In Ferghana
80 per cent of this land Is under cotton, but in Samarkand only 4 per
cent, whereas practically all could be
so used were imported grain oMy
cheap enough.
The tour of M. KrivoBheln showed
that the chief needs in Central Asia
are cheap grain, creap credit and
cheap labor. The state and the peasants' banks will now enter the field
to compete with the Jewish, Aremian
and Tartar bankers and agents, in
lieu of the available cheap Arghan,
Cashgar and Chinese labor, M. Krivoshein proposes to colonize Russians
exclusively on the lands to be reclaimed by irrigation.
Cotton is also successfully pushed
northward in the Caucasus, on land
and In the Mughan and
Mil steppes. Irrigated from the Arax
and the Kura. Since 1909 it has been
planted for experiments in the valleys of the Bug and the Dnieper. The
results show that this is botanically
possible, but so far, commercially
risky or doubtful, on account of

iI;T)-(?-

frosts.
Russia has created this entire cotton production herself. Cotton Is, native in Central Asia, but began to be
planted regularly as a crop only af
ter the Russian conquest, in 1884
'Morozof ij - the cotton manufacturer
ot Moscow, was instrumental in planting 710 acres with American upland
seed. In five years the plantation
had been pushed to 118,000 acres, in
the next four years they again trip
led, and reached 586,000 acres in
1S96. At present the total in Central
Asia and the Caucasus is 1,620,000
acres. The most potent factor in
this growth has been the protective
duty on cotton, now reaching 4 roubles 25 copecks per pound, which is
about $28 per bale.

BASEBALL NOTES.
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Those of you who have trouble in getting satisfactory
from your socles should try our

I

r?
TOCHCtt)

These socks come in Gauze, light, medium
and heavy weights, ate elastic and perfect
fitting. They are especially woven to resist
wear and the colors are absolutely fast.

EVERY PAIR CUARRANTULD
to give satisfactory service buy thera ONE, or a dozen
pair at the time and if they do not wear satisfactory
you get new pair by simply coming for them.
All Colors and black.

Lislie Thread, 25c

Fair-P- ure
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White annucci, Italian; Ed Hiltunen, Finn;
Jimmy Callahan's Chicage
Sox made a grand cleaning during Stephen
Austin,
American; Louis
their eastern tour, winning 11 and Jacobs, Jew; David Verville, French
Canadian; Fred Beauchaine, French
losing but three games.
The Giants claim that Rube
Canadian; Hjalmar Anderson,
Is the first National league
William Polirraze. Cornish- pitcher ever to beat every other club man and William Finnegan, Irish.
in the league before taking the count. The sons of Erin have not disappearIf Johnson, Groom and Hughes can ed from the ball field entirely ns
got. in just in time.
keep up their good work, there
should be no trouble for the Washington team to stick in the first division.
In the last 25 times that Christy
WITH THE BOXERS
"Mathewson has faced the Cincinnati
Nor-weeia- n:

Mar-quar- d

Fin-neg- an

f

Reds he has been returned victorious
on 23 occasions.

This
stuff
ot Ty Cobb seems to have pleased
the bugs and the Georgia , Peach will
no doubt be a big drawing card in
the future.
With the exception of Its pitching
staff the St. Louis Browns look to be
a pretty good outfit The fllngers
have pot been able to produce the

Jack Heudricka Denver team,i win- goods.
ner of the Western league pennant
The Birmingham and Mobile teams
last season, is out in front and going are showing the way in the Southern
strong.
league... Pitcher Demaree, of the MoPresident Charles Somers, of the bile team, has won
eight straight
Cleveland club, says that Larry
e
games since the opening of the seawill not be back in the game be- son.
fore July 1.
Pitcher Hugh Bedient, of the BosBill Bergen, who used to backstop ton Red Sox, has downed
Connie
for the Brooklyn Superbas, Is work- Mack's
world's champions
three
ing behind the plate for Jack Dunn's times in succession.
Pretty pice
Baltimore team.
work for a youngster who is just
"Stoney" McGlynn, the former St. breaking into high society.
pitcher, has signed
Eight different nationalities are
with John McCloskey's Ogden team represented on the Houghton, Mich.,
of the Union association.
team. The members are: Guido BI- La-jol-

Louis-Milwauk-

Tim Hurst has been succeeded by
Billy Gibson as manager of the Garden A. C. of New York.
A battle between
Mike Gibbons
and George Carpentier would show
how clever the French champion

really is.
TO DISCUSS WATER

PROBLEMS
Louisville, Ky., June 3. If anything
goes wrong with your city water supply send the complaint to Louisville,
for the man responsible is probably
here attending the thirty-seconannual convention of the American Waterworks asociatlon. Delegates from
scores of cities throughout the United and Canada arrived today to attend the gathering. - The reception ot
the visitors and a meeting of the executive committee occupied
the day.
The regular sessions of the convention
will be opened tomorrow morning with
the address of the president, Alexander Milne, of St Catherines, Ont.
d

'

WHY IT PA YQ

" There's a Reason "

ADVERTISED GSQ&O
Because the advertiser has done
something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his

prod-

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It
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Ever Look At It

50c Pr

Laa WeaLoadmf Store

Mag-dalen- a

y

Silk

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAI VEGAS DAILV OPTIC,

COWS

NEVER ALLOWED

KOBE FAflCIFUL

CENIRAL ELABORATION A MARK
OF ADVANCING SEASON.
Ribbon Deooration

Ar Vary Gener
ally Taking the Plsos of Other
on Hat
Vivid
Trimming
Coloring and Design.

TO "INFOEM"

Point of Military Etiquette That
Impressed on Youngster In
the Service.

C

two-tone-

report'"
PIE FINDS

CHAMPION

Barring of Delectable Dessert From
Female Seminaries Held to Be
Libel uii Pastry.
'

features, being at. the same time
changeable in color, having both a
flowered and striped ground and edged
with a border. It goes without saying almost that such elaboration in
the ribbon precludes the use of any
other trimming with It
Rosettes and cockades (that la stiff
designs) lead In popular
favor for trimmings, and the two are
often combined in one piece. Buckram Is used as a foundation in making these new decorations, and fine
wire supports loops that must stand
tip. A disk of buckram three inches
In diameter is about the average size
. used
for rosettes. ' Ribbon is laid in
side plaits and sewed in rows to this
foundation until it is covered. Fana
and wings of buckram are covered
with ribbon laid on flat at one side
and in side plaits to the other. Larger
disks five inches in diameter are
slashed in four places about their circumference, to the depth of three
inches.
By overlapping the slashed
edges and sewing them together a
form is made with a raised center. It
looks like the top of a large "toadstool." Narrow ribbon is gathered
into full ruffles and sewed to such
foundations. The finished rosettei
look like hugh full blown roses.
A large ring of buckram, five Inchea
across, ha a circle two Inches or
little more, in diameter cut from the
center. A wide ribbon with a bordei
is laid in side plaits and sewed to the
buckram ring. Four loops supported
by ribbon wire, which Is caught to the
nnder side by stitches, are thrust
through the opening at the center and
ends of ribbon falling from the back
of this ornament are to be used- tc
drape about the crown of a hat.
Three shades of the same color (ai
brown or blue) are used in a pretty
Btandlng ornament, and similar ornaments are made of two shades, light
and dark. Stiff taffeta ribbon is used
for this ornament and does not need
to be wired. The ribbon is cut lntc
nine-inc-h
lengths and one end of each
Is trimmed into a sharp point
' length
The straight end is laid in plaits and
sewed to an oblong foundation ol
buckram. This buckram piece should
be two Inches wide and four long,
The lightest ends are sewed first,
then lust below them the next darker
shade, and finally the darkest shade.
The bottom of the buckram is covered with pieces of the two darker
shades shirred in fine tucks very clos
together. This finishes the decora-

tions.

These handsome ribbon ornamenta
make a sufficient trimming for street
hats. Since shapes may be bought
ready faced they may be effectivelyat
trimmed with ribbon ornament
home.

"

Bread a a Cleanser.
Soldiers use a crust of bread oftsn
to clean the white stripes of theil
trousers. This is an excellent Idea
when applied to light felt hats, gloves,
or even a woolen gown.

Mince pie has endured from genera
tion to generation and is not cast
down. It has suffered long from the
attacks of critics for whom it ia
itrong meat, but it still is kind to
those who love it and whom it loves,
It gives and needs strength. We note
without despondence the attempt in
various New England colleges for
girls to give this delectable dish a
new bad name and hang it
"It is ruinous for the complexion.'
Bays one preceptress. And anothei
prates of technicalities of digestion.
But at good old Wellesley they have
mince three times a year "for th
girls who cannot go home for the
holidays," and there you have the
whole case for the libeled pastry in
a sentence. Mince pie Is the home pie,
It spells Thanksgiving and Christmas
and a happy New Year and
and
and
all sorts of things that keep togethei
the families in which the nation la

great

Complexions!,
(Why, the country
was full of them before any food critic
drew the hot air dt life. And if"will
be full of them still when the last! foe
of mince pie falls under the crust that
mother makes. As for the girls' collegeswell, if the higher education it
raising a parcel of daughters thai
cannot stand mince pie, it surely ia
Dot bringing up a band of sisters entitled to the ballot. New York World,

pealed."

EFFECTIVE
DRAPERY OF WIDS
MESSALINE, SATIN OR SILK.

Will Go Far In Dressing Up a Simply
Made House or Evening Frock-C- olor
That Make Most
Fetching Combination.
Absolutely new In sashes and an accessory of the sort that will do wonder toward tbe dressing up of a sim
ply made houpe or evening frock t
the one to be fashioned from a yard
and a half strip of the very widest
messallne, satin or silk procurable,
a the material should be doubled over
and the two long edges invisibly
joined before the portion to be draped
about tbe waist Is attached to a foun
dation girdle. This girdle of stiffly
starched linen or canvas or of heavy
taffeta should be ihaped very high at
the back, taper toward the sides, widen slightly toward the front and then
covered, with the sash material which,
starting from the front and at the left
side, goes about the waist and slides
through an ornamental and very large
square buckle at the other end, whence
it falls straight down the left side in
a single broad, heavy end, which ia
embroidered In
with white,
gold
appliqued with tinsel
medallions or beaded in Oriental effect and finally fringed with deep,
knotted silk or tinsel fringe. The
buckle, also
should as

IJULE

New York, June 3. A new order,
which bears the somewhat
notifying
name of the Excellent Order of the
Knights and Ladies of Ehud, was
founded in Orange, , J., the other
day, through the efforts of Rev. Dr.
William A. Frye, pastor of the Orange Methodist church. It Is safe to
say that before the Rev. Dr. Frye had
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parrot, when the bird went on a rampage. He began to scream language
unfit for publlcatnon and to sing ragtime songs of an unspeakable character. When customers came Into the
shop Polly began to abuse them, calling them the most insulting names
and tolling them "to beat it." When
the pawnbroker tried to pacify the
bird by offering him food, the con
trary end ungrateful fowl snapped at
the man's nose and nipped a piece out
of It. During the night he mida so
much noise that all the neighbors
a postal card was
cuiupiainea.
promptly mailed to the owner of the
parrot, requesting her to call at the
shop. The card did not reach her
in time, however, and not until a day
later did she come to the shop. The
pawnbroker inslHted that she should
take her bird hack, but she said gho
did not have the money to redeem the
bird. The pawnbroker, for the first
time In his life, did not insist upon
the return of the loan and Interest.
All he wanted was to get rid of the

delivered his owning sermon at the
meeting at which the order was founded, but few. If any, of those present
had even the remotest idea who Ehud
was. Dr. Frye, himself a
man, had called together a meeting
men and' women, for
of
the purpose of forming an order of
He explained In his
the
opening sermon that according to the
Bible", Ehud was the first
man of note on record.
Ehud, who
was a Benjamlte, was sent by the
Jews to bear tribute to King Eglon
the oppressor. Ehud, being
cleverly made use of his peculiarity to become the deliverer of hia people. While extending his right hand
to the king, he drew his sword with bird and his wish was fulfilled.
the left hand and plunged It into the
To a certain justice of the peace
breast, killing him Instantly.
king's
nearly as possible match the trimIn Yonkers came a young couple the
Dr. Frye delivered his
ming scheme of the sash end and la
sermon with such enthusiasm that he other day, presented a marriage
easily made by covering a cardboard
audience cense and asked him" to tie the knot
or leather foundation with the desired convinced his
were really the which only death or the divorce court
6hade of satin, with a tinsel cloth or that the
with a
fabric. The chosen people of the Lord and repre can undo. The justice was willing
Idea is to produce a rich effect and sented the element of progress,
ori and In a short time the ceremony wae
the model affords a good opportunity
In finished which made the two
and
Inventiveness
daring
ginality,
youhf
for the exerctse of personal ingenuity.
For instance, If shot taffeta in rose society, government and religion. He people man and wife. The young man
and gold is employed for the sash, the explained that it was no, disgrace to paid the fee, but made no effort to
and that
leave the premises. Flnaly the juslarge buckle should be of cloth of gold be
embroidered with rhinestone beads, people had a perfect right to be proud tice of the peace became nervous and
the straight end embroidered with of their
peculiarity which enabled asked the young benedict what else
gold tinsel and rhinestone bead them to
depart from ruts and com he could do for him. Then the youi
strands. On a white lingerie house
frock an embroidered black velvet monplace things. After the prospect- man frankly confessed that he had
been educated in the belief that no
aash is particularly stunning, but on ive knights and ladies had sung a
account of the bulk of even the chifhymn composed byDr. Frye marriage ceremony was binding unfon velvets, the portion encircling the the latter distributed to them certifi less the person who tied the knot
waist should not be doubled and the cates of membership in the Excellent implanted a kiss upon the lips of the
depending end would best be
and Ladles of bride. The justice, who is usually
Chiffon or Brussels ijet if heavily bor--i Order of the Knights
Ehud.
bashful for a man of his age and prodered and embroidered In pearl, crysfession, became alarmed and tried to
tal or silver beads, make a lovely
The capture, , the other day, of a convince the young man that the ceregirdle for a young girl's dancing frock
and In that event the portion going 'humpback whale" on the sandy beach mony was perfectly binding without
around the waist should be mounted at Arverne, L. I., ought to furnish the kiss. But the young man, who
npon satin decorated to match the
material to wanted to be sure of his bride, insistsash end, while the buckle should valuable advertising
of that ed and finaly the justice of the peace
estate
boomers
real
the
match the color scheme of the fringe
section.
Sailing, bathing and fishing blushing furiously, gave in and chashave been the chief attractions so far tely kissed the bride.
offered to the prospective buyers of
The chief of police of Lodi, near
bungalow lots along the Long Island
shores. If whaling can be Included In Hackensack, N, J., is evidently not a
thi list, is would undoubtedly make crack shot witjf the revolver aud his
e
gowns are still the vogue the offer s a great deal more attract friends are poking a great deal of fun
Crepe de chine is enjoying a decid ive. The whale in question had vi at him
just now on that account The
ed popularity.
too eager and other morning, just about dawn, he
In evening dress two colors are: dently been a little
greedy when hunting for food and had was awakened by a noise in his neigh-bor- s
often combined.
White is very prominent in millin given no thought to the dangers of the
yard. Looking through the winery and in footwear.
tide. When the tide receded he was dow of his bed room
siw
Many belts will be worn, and the stranded on a sand bar and there he a hold '."'.Tlar iu the act of climbing
leather ones are very chic.
was spied In the early morning by a a ladder to the bedroom window of
Patent leather belts are smart foi
New York brewer, who owns a bun- the neighbor's house. The chief reach
linen, gingham, etc., frocks.
In millinery small flowers and galow on the Arverne beach. With the ed for his trusty weapon, and, aiming
"
the carefully, he fired a shot at the auda
assistance of several
tightly pressed design are used.
A charming new material for dressy beer manufacturer lassoed the whale, cious burglar;, The latter, however,
motoring coats is known as sponge.
hauled him on the beach and there eseaDert not only with hia life but
White dresses are frequently re killed him with knife stabs.
also his person and disappeared in
lieved with bright sashes and girdles.
the dusk. But the bullet, neverthe
There I a decided revival of the
a life. Next morn
Jacket bodice popular during the seo
One of the numerous pawnbrokers, less, had claimed
were
lamentations in
there
great
ond empire.
ing
on Second avenue had a sad experiwhen it was
ence last week sad In more than one the neighbor's family
children's
the
that
pet goat,
found
Doing Up Old Brown Boot.
He lost $2.50, several promOld boot and shoes, .especially of respect.
which had been sleeping in the yard,
other
few
a
customers
and
the- tan varieties, can be made to da ising
Intended
one finger had been killed by the foulet
duty by coloring them black, and thla things, Including a piece of
the
for
burglar.
nose.
1
of
he
small
a
his
1
and
in a way that
portion
certain not to fail
or crack la wet weather. . Put the last mentioned loss he could a oil af
boots on to their trees, and then ford, but what hurt him most was
LAST OF LYNCHING CASES
sponge with warm water in which a the loss of the $2.50 in cold cash.
Newark, O., June 3. Considerable
remnv.
tittle soda h hmn 1)RRn1v
The only thought from which he can interest is manifested in. the trial of
lng all dressing or polish which may draw
any consolation is that the loss S. A. Hollar, which is to take place
have collected oa the upper. When
dry apply two or three, coatings oi would have been even more deplorable this week in the Licking county cir
cuit court. This is the last of the
ink, and finish off with had it been twice as great
One day last week a young woman cases resulting from the lynching of
The
any good black paste polish.
boots will look almost like a new pair. visited the pawnshop and asked for Carl
Etherington, the aleged
Tan shoes, which are too yellow or a loan of $2.50 on a
which she
detective, who was taken from
parrot
light In color can very easily be dark- offered
In
a
housed
Newark
the
large
jail and hung by a mob
securely
ened by applying a solution of amShe ioild the proprietorr oft on July 8, 1910. A number of the almonia and eoda In water, applied at cage.
intervals. Each coat produces a deep- the shop a hard luck story which leged lynchers pleaded guilty and
er shade, till a good daxkinter brown would have moved a heart of stone were given prison sentences. Hollar,
ia reached.
and obtained the $2.50, after she had an alleged leader of the mob, fled
promised to call for the parrot within from Newark and escaped arrest unChildren's Wear.
a week and to pay extra for his food. til found in Chicago several months
Great variety exists in the applicahad the young woman left ago. He is to be tried on an indicttion of punch-worsay the Dry Scarcely
Goods Economist This stitch is used after an affectionate farewell to her ment charging first degree murder.
In medallion effect, a a background
to bring a design into strong relief, or
to form the whole or a portion of a
design. An excellent illustration of th
last mentioned method of application
d
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LADIES MUSLIN
$3.00

FAirin.--

-

$1.75

$2.50 Gowns

$1.75

1.25

2.25 Gowns

1.50

00

1.75 Gowns

1.25

75c'

1.00 Gowns

65c

2.50 Skirts. ,,
2.00

Y

t..U

W

illy

I

Skirts...'

1

1.50 Skirts

CORSET COVERS

DRAWEES

$1,00 Corset Covers..

65c

$2.00 Drawers

$1.50

Corset Covers

50c

1.75 Drawers

1.25

50c Corset Covers

35c

1.50 Drawers

1.00

35c Corset Covers

19c

1.00 Drawers

65c

75c

hand-mad-

$2.50 Princess Slips ...
2.00 Princess Slips.- 1.75 Princess

COMBINATION SETS

SLIPS

PRINCESS

$2.50 Combination Sets. $1.98

$1-9-

.

Slips..

1.50

2.00 Combination Sets 1.50

1.25

1.75 Combination Sets 1.25

d

d

CELLERS

DRY

p

LESS

4,

silk-line-

it'

STORE

GOODS

THE STBKE THAT SELLS

d

1
vVe

havejon hand 'a compete 6tock of
tD WIRE SCREENING

SCREEN O00RS, WINDOW SCREENS

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

UFBE;
-

LAG VEGAG

Phone Main 150

""'
E. U. kayimlds'Vice
Stephen ;B. Davis Vico

Old Town

GO
7

f

Jefferson Raynotfs President
HaBett Raynoids Cashier
President
H- Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
'

.''

i"i'lnt

-

."life-savers-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

-

,

Capital,

$100,000

4

'

M.

Surplus, and Uhdividbd Piofits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within (he Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

shoe-make- r'

anti-saloo- n

Hunt for Him.
sheriff of Princt
Georges county, Md., says he never
again will Indulge in a fox chase. He
always was fond of the sport, but on
the occasion of his last chase he had
Buch an unpleasant and exciting experience that he concluded to go aftet
smaller game in the future.
"We had been out but a short
while," he. related to friends, "before
we we're on a trail, but it took ue
some time to dig the fox from hii
hole. A skunk was the fox's companion and both came out together."
Both animals were killed and takes
is noted In a poppy design with punch
to Forestville.
work petals, which comes in scarf
'With our party was a dare-devsort of a fellow," the sheriff said, "and and pillow tops, and in a highly fahe rode his horse through the village vored butterfly design with punch
store, the skunk hanging to the ani- work wings, tie latter being one of the
favorite design in guest towels.
mal's side.
"The store was quickly deserted,"
he added, "and I resolved to particiBrilliant Color In Hat.
This is a season of most brilliant colpate In no more such hunts."
or in millinery; cerise, king blue
combined with green and a touch of
In the Interest of Art
pink, the tan shades, sage green, gray
"How ugly those railway coachej and
pink ostrich plumes, and smart
are!"' exclaimed the critical young combinations
of black and white, all
woman. "Couldn't you adopt some are used
with a lavish hand. One of
suitable color scheme?"
the smart new touches is to match the
"Well," replied the railway official; taffeta dress with a hat faced
with the
"so long as we are compelled to op same
material, trimming the top of the
erate on jim crow lines, maybe it hat with
a contrasting color.
Conwould be neat and appropriate to palnl
trasting facings are the rule, but there;
them black and white.'
' are
exceptions.
Harper's Bazar.
No More Fox
B. Suit

Arthur

V n

TfTi TT

FEO'i

One-piec-

Too Deep.
Joseph E. Wldener was showing
group of visitors his father's Incomparable picture gallery at Lynwood
Hall, the Widener residence of white
marble near Philadelphia.
The talk turned to forged Raphaels,
nd Mr. Widener said:
"There Is an American who bought
i Raphael in Rome some years ago.
The Italian law prohibits the exportation of masterpieces, and the American had the happy idea of getting the
Raphael painted over. This was accordingly done. The rare old paint
tng reached New York in the guise ol
a modern, snow scene.

"Then a restorer, under the watchful owner's eye, set to work, on It
With a sponge dipped in turpentine
he proceeded to rub the snow scene
off. He sponged it off readily, but he
sponged a bit of the Raphael off, too
and, behold, underneath the Raphael a portrait of Marconi was re-

3, 191

MAKES ARTISTIC SASH
STRAY TCFICS

Newly all the new bow are cult
unlike the simpler forms ol ribbon
trimmings which, we have had In the
past There Is a liking for fanciful
forms, and ribbons are made up Into
ornamental pieces ready for mounting
on hat shapes Just as feathers and
flowers are. They are more generally
used than ever, and that Is saying
much, but designers having taken up
the Idea of making new and Strang
know of.
ribbon decorations, have found them
Mike locked at it one sec
widely useful, taking the place of oth- ond"Sergt
and nearly fainted. 'Great Scott,'
er trimmings on many bats.
gasped, 'you'd be shot at sunrise
Ribbons also are elaborated In be
If you sent that along.'
d
themselves; changeable and
"I had written, 'Sir, I have the hon
wide stripes and
colorings,
3r to Inform you, and so forth.'
checks, and many bordered design
It looked good and military to me,
are shown. Then there are the flowered ribbons and those that are flow- but Sergt. Mike Drew, when he had
recovered from the shock, wept on
ered and bordered.
a
Sometimes
shoulder and said:
piece will combine a number of these ny
"'My boy, don't you know In the
nny nobody is ever allowed to in
form a superior ofMcert You may
Save all the Information In the world,
but don't presume to Inform anybody
that's even one Inch over you. It will
get you In bad. Just change that letter so it will read, I have the honor

MINCE

JUNE

I

"No matter how much a second lieutenant in the army may know, he
must never presume to 'Inform' hia
superior officers," remarked a captain
in one of the organizations of the National Guard of the District of Colum.
bia recently.
"I found that out long ago. CoL O
R. Mitcham, la command of this artillery division, sent me a request for
Information along certain lines, and
I
dug out the material and wrote out
a letter In reply which I thought was
strictly military. I took It down to
'Sergt Drew at militia headquarters
Drew has been a post quartermaster
sergeant In the islands, and has had
more experience In the formality of
military correspondence than any one

u

MONDAY,
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HEALS

o SORES MID ULCERS
S. S. S. heals Sores and Ulcers in the very simplest way.

It

DANZIGER'S

BIG

DEPARTMENT

OLD TOWN
Call

STORE

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

and see our SHOE SPECIALS for the next few days

Our unprecedented reductions on all foot wear wil
surprise you,

Just goes

the cause, and the place is bound
right down into the blood and removes
to heal because the impurities and morbid matters which, have been the
means of keeping the ulcer open are no longer absorbed from the blood.
External applications of salves, lotions, plasters, etc., can never produce a
cure because they do not reach the source of the trouble. At best they
can only allay pain or reduce inflammation; such treatment is working on
Every nutritive corpuscle in the
symptoms and not reaching the cause.

blood is weakened or infected, they cannot nourish the fibrous tissue around
the place, but instead they constantly discharge into the flesh around tha
matter which gradually eats into the
sore a quantity of impure, germ-lade- n
surrounding healthy tissue and causes the ulcer to enlarge. Since impute
blood is responsible for Sores and Ulcers, a medicine that can purify the
blood is the only hope of a cure. S. S. S. has long been recognized as the
greatest of all blood purifiers, possessing the qualities necessaiy to remove
every impurity from the blood. While curing the sore or ulcer S. S. S.
brings about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich,
healthy blood, and thus makes the cure permanent and lasting. Book on
Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLAHTA, GA.

L

DANZIGE D ft CO.

It is now well known that not more
than one case of rheumatism in ten
requires any internal treatment whatever. All that Is needed Is a free application of Chamberlain's Liniment
and massaging the parts at each application. Try it and see how quickly It will relieve the pain and soreness. Sold by all dealers.

J

Each age of our lives has its Joys.
Old people should be happy, and they
will be if Chamberlain's Tablets are
taken to strengthen the digestion and
keep the bowels regular. These tabn
lets are mild and gentu in their
and especially suitable for people
of middle agQ and older. Tor sale by ,
all dealers
,"
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Mexico, lor transmls-kthrough the United State malls
M stooud class matter.

Si
SENATOR

WOULD
LIKE TO EE
BUT IS NOT
WORKING TO THAT END.

CALL

The future will
new
questions must
iues,
be solved,'' l a concluded. "The pat
ORGANIZAriotic cltucn will hesitate long be ROCKY MOUNTAIN
fore fc.i t ;rca over this fabric of gov.
TION THINKING OF PLACeruiuent f; ..ni that ;olitical organlza
ING CLUB THERE.
tlon whk U has proven many times
and In m.,y esa,rca.ie Its ability
If the present plans of the baseof a great peo ball
to meet the Jema:,
magnates of the Rock Mountain
ple which Is bo. . is more and league are carried out Trinidad and
more the ona mifeity uni progressive Raton will be represented in the or
nation of the earth."
ganization by fast clubs of ball toss-erTaft Is Winning
It is probable that the franchise
With 11 and a njssiblo Yl votes the of the Pueblo team will be transferTaft forces will control control Use red to Trinidad and that of Canon
committees ot the state convention City at the Gate City. To complete
and the next state central committee. the Trinidad end of the deal It will
The delegates from the various dis be necessary for the fans of that
tracts- met this afternoon and selected city to raise $1,500, after which Trinone member each for each of the idad will be guaranteed a team for
committees.' Roosevelt
supporters the remainder of the season. It is
succeeded in electing only nine mem also proposed to move the Colorado
bers of the 21 of each of the commit- Springs team to Rocky Ford, making
tees. The Eighth district, by a vote a circuit between La Junta, Rocky
of 20 to 19, seated a Taft committee Ford, Trinidad and Raton.
man, thus giving Taft control.
The Pueblo team which is made u
of most of the Cheyenne players.
Arizona Has Two Conventions.
would give Trinidad good baseball
Tucson, .Ariz., June 3. Taft and all season. The team last
year and
Roosevelt delegates, held state con the year
previous was the strongest
ventions in the same hall today and contenders for the champlonBhip of
each elected six. delegates to the Chi- the Rocky Mountain
The
region.
cago convention.
team has Rustenhaven, the south
An uproar developed immediately paw who last season
pitched a no- after J. L. Hubbell, chairman of ttte hlt,
game in Trinidad, and
state central committee, In making Stokesberry, Whalen, Galena and
In 1310.

$ 150.000,000

n

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by
Per Copy
$ .05
One Week
16
One Month
65
Ona Tear
7.60

cTlr:

Daily by Mall
One Tear

6.00
8.00

Montis

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

One Year'
Eix Months

12.00
1.00

,Omq In Advance for Mall Subscrip-- ,
tlons)
Kemlt by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
he responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION- OP TIME
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In Northwestern
New Mexico.
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HIGHWAY

S

j,

riait
boms years ago
the
territorial
by
Hdslature,
work was commenced ion tlb Ecenic
Highway eve." the mountains to con-ri- 't
i '! a cf fcmta Fe end Las
c u. t l.i or being
used
!V,.t,
'-V'--i
r
l'
. Much and most
'i c
. t Vol v,
d me on
las
0
.
Mei-- e iWmed ijao
, f
tha ! nU Fe fca ot the ro,e
J 1 tlo r j 1 13 iot completed up
to
the ir.e cf 15; 9 ecoa forest reses.m
Itsa C'j . c.'.n see no reason wly
"a b5 had, the ro-li' t!.a h.-i
i
t j
into the
i Ji ve, At all event3 it should le
completed and put in first class jcol
ditjon on both sides uo to the
line, so the government may
fill In the link necessary to make the
road complete. The route over the
mountains can be made ol easy grade
rnd in' tpe midst of fine scenery,
whlfch ml attract wide attention.
r.U.:s scenic route
completed will
rf -v
Santa Fe
sr. j - . W o cboutd get busy and
!fi 1 r r-completion.
S.r.varor Catron has a bill before
- s V to i .i s, making the
re; on between these two cities a
game park and preserve to be stocked by the government with animals
and birds.
The federal agriculture appropria- tion bill calls for fl00,000, a part of
which Is available for building the
EOTernment road across the park.
Now that we have a senator In
who has taken the matter
with
up, the people should
him and secure the completion of
this hlgbway before the enow flies
the coming winter.
Eventually some road connection
with, the south and southeast must
come and our mountain resorts will
, be filled with campers and tourists.
Let us reach out for new sources ot
attraction and development.
I
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KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK.
s
3. Cattle
7,500, including 3,000 southerns.
Market steady to IS. cents higher. Na

Kansas City, June

tive
steers
heifers
heifers

lle-cipt-

steers

6.2o9.25:
southern
$5.10S.50 southern cows and
J3.506.50; native cows and
$3.508.50;. sotckers and feed
ers H757.25; bulls J4.7507.OO;
calves ?t.5Og;s.B0; western steers
6.259.00; westera cows ? 4.00
--

7.75.

Hogs Receipts

cents higher.

market

6,500;

10

Bulk of sales $7.40

7.C5; heavy $7.557.67;
packers
and butchers $7,445(37.65; lights $7.15
'
7.45; pigs $5.256.75.
10.000;
maritet
Sheep Receipts
steady. Muttons $J.256.2o; lambs
$S.5010; range,, wethers and yearlings $4.508.50; range ewes $3.00
IT

fiC

Tnvna

nt.

O
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No PROFIT for the MIDDLEMAN.
We weave our own cloth. That is why
we are able to sell you an all wool suit

The senaSauta Fe, N. M., June
torial situation, remained apparently
unchanged today. Senator Fall is
here and while he says be would like
to be
at this session, he
declares he has entered into no trades
or deals of any kind to got in. Ills
men say they have not made up their
minds as yet whether they will atat this
tempt to secure his
session or not. Mr. Bursum, whote
name has been mentioned in connection with the contest, positively asserts that he is taking no hand in the
matter.
The house this morning passed the
Holt good roads bills, five in number,
placing New Mexico far in advance In
good roads work. The governor thif
afternoon signed the bond bill providing for the payment of the bonder!
debt of Grant and Santa Ye counties.
Both branches of the legislature are
hard at work, but six days more re3.

i y-

maining of

the

to measure for
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GETTING

OUT GF CHIHUAHUA

1

(Tit

the temporary roll and the Roosevelt
man at this Juncture escorted Thom
as Molloy of Yuma, to the platform
and Installed him as chairman of a
separate convention. The Roosevelters rushed to the stage and Reddick,
as chairman of the regular Taft con
vention, and Molloy as chairman of
the Roosevelt
gathering, matched
voices and wits in .efforts to be heard
above the din. Reddick named a ere
dentials committee which seated onlj
Taft delegates. Ignoring this, the con
men
Roosevelt
rushed
testing
through their business of naming six
delegates to the Chicago national
convention.
The Taft forces then
proceeded to name their delegates.
The Roosevelters named Thomas Molloy, Ben Daniels, of Pima county;
Dwight B. Heard, of Maricopa; John
jedmond of Pinal; E. S. Clark or
Yavapai; J. C. Greenway of Cochise.
The Ta't forces selooted James P.
Williams, Jr., of Tucson; J. L. Hub-bel- l
of Apache; R, E. Morrison of
Yavapai; Dr. E. Tj Wright of Cochise; D. H. Frendenthal of Graham; J.
C. Adama of aricopa. Ralph Cameron, former delegates in congress
'dVti-a- t
from tbe territory, was named
"oy the Taft concommitteeman,
'
vention
The Taft men, who retained con
trol of the state convention, adjourned after having instructed a national delegation for President Taft, although the unit system was not Im-

New York, June 3. Little of inter
est oocurred In the early part of today's stock market. The movement
was unsteady, with fluctuations of a
point In the coal shares, Union Pacific, Canadian Pacific, Can and the
coppers.
The Amalgamated copper
company Issued its annual report,
earnings slightly in excess of the pre- edlng year, with a large gain In sur
plus. American Tobacco
was the
(eatura of the high pced specialties
gaining more than 14 points on rumors of an impending dividend. Bonds
were steady.
Coal stocks reacted after noon which'
influence led to realizing in some of
xn strong
The market
ipclaUiei.
closed steady. Final' 'dealings brought
no change from the stagnant conditions of the early afternoon, except
for mild pressure on the coalers and
a further rise in specialties. The last
sales were as follows:
83
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
126

posed.

Atchison

,

,

-

Claim South Dakota.
Sioux Falls,1 S. D., June 3. Interest
in the state primary election tomorrow centers in the
contest for delegates to the republican convention,
between Taft,
Roosevelt and LaFollette. The managers of the presidential candidates all
All

three-cornere- d

claim the state. The Taft leaders
see victory in the division of the anti- Taft vote between Roosevelt and La
Follette.
There has been a lively contest for
democratic
delegates between the
Clark and Wilson forces. A
republican fight for the nomination for United States senator has
attracted much attention.
'

d

WHITE FAMILIES
FLEE SANTA CLARA

several others of the stars.
The Pueblo team will play in Trinidad next Friday, Saturday and Sunday at which time the fans of that
city will be given an opportunity to
look 'em over. The raising of
$l,f HI
will guarantee a ball team for the entire season, whether school keeps in
the league or not.

NEW

YORK STOCK

EXCHANGE

105
133
1118

,

Great Northern "?
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

....118
igg
.103
167
67
.110

ROAD MEETING TONIGHT
A meeting in tho interest of good
al highway will be held tonight in the
al highway wil be held tonight in the
Commercial club at 8:15 o'clock. Colonel Dell Potter organizer of the
highway, who is crossing the country in the Los Angeles
"Federal Aid to Good Roads" and
Times car, will address the'meeting on
other members of the party and local
men will make short talks on similar
subjects. Colonel Potter has addressed meetings in most of the cities on
ocean-to-ocea-

n

To-da- te
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00
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From Pago OneV

"'

Looting and burning near
Santiago continues
General Monteagudo, commander in
chief of the Cuban army, urged President Gomez today to telegraph to
suspend the constitutional guarantees
and to give the military authorities a
free hand In crushing the uprising.
General Monteagudo said it was necessary to strike terror among thf
negroes before the government could
hope to restore peace
made.

SPECIAL GRAND JURY
Los Angeles, June 3. The county
grand Jury was called in special session today to investigate further
Into the alleged bribery of McNamara
Jurors. J. F. Seward, Wells Fargo
agent at Venice, was the only witness
called. It was said that he was aslce A
to testify concerning Mr. Darrow's
business with his company.

n

L

women of the Juchiteca tribe welcomed the Mexican troops and assisted
in their slaughter. Thei massacre
was part of the retaliatory move to
avenge the death of tribesmen nearly
thirty years ago at the instance of
President Diaz.
Juchltan can "be entered
only
through a narrow pass. With colors
flying and the regimental band play-inthe Mexican roops marched into
the city. Not one escaped. Americans watched the pass for days but
no stragglers appeared. Juchltan is
a city of about 40,000 Inhabitants.

;r0

- rT"?

WIDOWS ARE HELPED.
New York, June 3. Seventy-tw- o
widows, 62 of whom last their husbands In the Titanic disaster,
or soon will receive nearly
f
of the $150,000 fund raised
by the Red Cross emergency relief
committee, according to the chairman's preliminary report, made pub
lic today.
The reports call attention to sever
al particularly pathetic cases. A Miss
Flood lost nine relatives on the sink
ing ship; Mrs. Johnson, a profession
al singer, was so overcome by the
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Rebels Score Victory

I

O La La J U

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

Troops Fighting Each Othsr
Torreon, June ?. A clash growing
out of Jealousy between the regular shock of her husband s death that
unable .0
troops and volunteers resulted yester- she lost her voice'- and is
herself.
support
day In the killing of two mep and the
wounding of five.
The demand ot General Campa. the
rebel commander, for the surrender
of Toreon and Lerdo Is looked upon
as a bluff. The Inhabitants exhibited
Indifference toward the threat. The
usual Sunday night concert was held.
General Huerta is proceeding slowly
and meeting with no resistance.
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(Continued

H

Tailoring.

ofd-cia-

Washington, June 3. The Mexican
rebels have scored another vlotory
south of Torreon.
Reports to the
state department today declared that
after a hard fight the llnsurrectos capthe route between here and the rsci-fi- c tured San Miguel del Mosqultal, Zaca-tecacoast arousing much Interest in
across the line from Durango.
good roads, and for the cross country, highway.. All Interested in the
Indians Massacre Mexicans
highways in New Mexico are invited
San Francisco, June, ,3. Ambushed
to attend the meeting tonight.
600
Mexican
by Juchiteca-Indians- ,
trooos were massacred la the city of
Juchltan a monh ago, according to
A sprained ankle may as a rule be Willis S. Hunt, a refugee who arrived
cured in from three to four days by here on the transfort Buford. With
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and machetes concealed In their garments
observing the directions with each
and shielding native warriors, the
bottle. For sale by all dealers.

r- -

Order your suit now for
the JOHNSON AND FLYNN Bout,
Up

EXPECTATION
A
OF
BATTLE
THERE SOON DEPOPULATES
THE STATE

Chihuahua, Mex., June 3. Only 106
foreigners out of the normal foreign
population of at least 2,000, reside in
Chihuahua today. v Of the 1,000 Ameri
cans who ordinarily live here, ouly 35
men and 12 women remain. An
l
census shows that fears of an attack by the advancing federals prac
tically has depopulated tho town,
Thirty thousand persons Inhabit Chi
huahua in time of peace but less thaa
20,000 are here and the exodua daily
is 'growing.
Though an attack by the main feder
al column under General Huerta is be
lieved to be several days off, the possibility of a flank movement by Gen
eral Villa and General Rabago who
are reported coming from Pnrral,
southeast of Chihuahua with federal
cavalry has alarmed ths population.
Present plans of the rebel leaders
call for a stand at Bachlroba, 43 miles
south of here, in the mountain passes
along the Mexican Central railroad.
It Is believed tho government troops
will not be able for soma time to re
construct the burned bridges to trans
port their artillery and the rebels hope
through the lull to get enough ammunition to give the federal forces a battle at Bachimba.
There is little ammunition in the
rebel army, not enough at any time
for an engagement, but the rebel leaders claim they are getting supplies rapidly and will be well equipped when
the fighting resumed.
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Hart!a Noycs loft Oil afternoon for
Sunday's Gams
where he will loraia.
AB. R. It, PO. A. E
Albuquerque
Johnson-Flynpuoto poxtals from
2b
4 2 0 2 8
life. See Crawford at Schaeier's.
5
ss
1 2 2 2
Salazar,
Carl ChrUtofferson ami r..,
4 0 3 14
Chavez, lb
For eiaii painting gee Hermann. ihompson of the
0
Topeka .Mica mains
1
5
4.'9 orand, fountain
!
J 4 0
liprardinelli, c
square.
company at Ribera were in Lag Vegas
5 0 1
J. A. II. Beach of Las Cruces was over
0 0
Hartline, If.
I ft man who does the
Sunday.
O'Brien, Who Has Fought Both Fireman and Colored CI. .
Sb
5 0 1
Conzales,
1 0
lu
Las
egas yesterday and today on yW. E. Hodges, vice
wiping, the measuring
of
the
president
-Declares the Former Has a Good Giance to V.in 1'.." .
5 0 1 0 0
business.
Hollister, rf
Santa Fe, passed through Las Vegas
tinman who knows how
3
"cf.
0
3
United
0
Jennings,
0
t'xd why the man
States Attorney Stephen H this afternoon In business car No. 21,
on
on July
Pupil Is Growing Better I'nder L., .
4 2 0 0 S
w&om everything depends.
Daii, Jr.. loft yesterday afternoon on train No. 1, enroute from the cast OEAT ALBUQUERQUE TWICE WITH O'Bannon, p
Tutor
and the Two Are Fast Friends-Ri- val
for
Boxers I . :u
is
never
Santa
Fe.
responsibility
to Santa Fe.
A PRAYER
AND A GLOVE;
I' Ht sight of for a moment
Totals
Crowds
Lare
6 10 26 13 4
..40
Justiniano Leyba. a merchant of
Yesterday.
Atanatlo RoibaL a notary public of
HOW DID THEY DO ITf
h prescription filling. Every
Leyba, was ,in Las Vegas
Pecos, came in yesterday afternoon
yesterday
leaving our
ana today on business.
prescription
Maroons
AB. R. H.PO.A.E.
"Philadelphia Jack" O'Brien is so Fred J.
from his home to attend the meeting
Ceyer of the Bank of tirir.g-er- ,
t$re is faultless from any
Pablo A. Sena, a merchant and no- of the board of
convinced that Jim Flynn will whip
If.
5
Clark,
county
commissioners
N. M.; Ed Murphy,
Springer,
that
standpoint
you may
5
tary public of Rowe, was in Lag Ve- of which ho is a member.
Ellis, rf.
jacs; Johnson on July 4 that he has Shoemaker; W. R.
THE MAROONS' RECORD.
tiila. You may feel safe
Cregar, Callup, N.
3
written Promoter Cnarles O'Malley
gas today on business.
Lyons, cf;
May 18 Dawson, 6; Ma- Harry W. Kelly returned yesterday
M.; A. A. Movlck, l,f,rn.li V.'jo.;
egjd sure if we Till your
Max Nordliaus, manager of the afternoon from a
that he will be here to sea the title Walter IS.
5
Owens, 3b
roons, 8.
short trip to Kansas
prescription.
fcaier. dAovn-Ayri;..i.s;
c
Charles llMd comoanv.
4
reclaimed
Buckles,
tnmoH
19
by the white race. O'Brien B. F. Stewart, ;.::.- , Wya.' 11. L.
and
City
May
Topeka. Mr. Kelly attended
Dawson, 4; Ma- from
bh
both
A
fought
Sorensen,
night
Albuquerque.
Flynu and Johnson in six Dye, Garden City, K.ia.
the services at the dedication of the
roons, 20.
i
Mrs. E. E. Johnson and
round bouts in 1909 and he know
3
Mclntyre, lb
daughter. monument In memory of late Santa
May 2fi Santa Fe, 2; Ma- FERS
2
CO.
katherino, loft last night on train No Fe General Manager Hurley,
Shirley, 2b
something of the relative abUitv of
roons, 7,
the two men. In O'Brien's letter he IMIERE5IIKG
for Iowa, and Mlnneeota.
4
p
Barr,
Miss Maybelle Coin of Raton was in
May 29 Santa Fe, 0;
Ma- 0
Carl II. Liebbe, traveling agent of Laa Vegas yesterday and
Phone Main a
says;
Lockhart, 2b. .
roons, 10.
today visit
the New York Central lines, was in ing her aunt, Mrst Petar
"Flynn Bhquld give the champion a
May 30 Santa he, 3; Ma- iMurphy,
AT
SCHOOL
Las Vegas today on business.
Totals
35 7 11 27 15 6 great battle and I think he
off
in
10.
Las
has a
en
roons,
route
stopping
Vegas
A. B. Berry, representing the Regal from her home In the
score
The
by
great
innings:
chance, although Johnson Is
June 1 Albuquerque 8; Ma- Gate City to
one of the greatest
Shoe company of Boston, Mass., was Los
'
WILL
INPROVIDE
123456789
Angeles, where she will visit her
roons, 15.
exponents of box- NORMAL
in Las Vegas today on business.
6 ing that ever lived.
Albuquerque ...1 0120200 0
STRUCTION
mother and brother.
FOR
HOUSEI hate fought
June 2 Albuquerque, 6; Ma- 2 0 0 0 0 3 1 0
Las Vegas
- 7 both of them and I am sure that
Attorney W. O. Haydon left yesterMrs. Carrie Littrell of Raton an
WIVES AND TEACHERS.
'
roons, 7.
4,
Two out when winning run was Flynn has a good chance to
day afternoon for Columbia, for a daughter Miss Marion
alwin,
Littrell, Mrs.
of
thai Team.
Standing
scored.
short visit with friends and relatives. Joe Callahan of this
What is expected to be the most
though Johnson at all times is a dan
Won 7, last 0; per centage
city, Mr. and
mss Marie Dunn who has been Mrs. George Warder, and Mrs. Charles
Sacrifice hits Lyons, gerous proposition and liable to
Summary:
successful
summer session ever hell
1.000.
pass
Buckles, Shirley.
at the Normal University will begin
Stolen bases Ber- - one over when least expected.
studying music in St Mary's academy H. Stevenson and sou left yesterday
1
in Dallas, Tex. returned home yester afternoon for Ocean
ardlnelll, Lyons, Buckles. Three base tardly think he is any better, if as tomorrow. For the benefit of teachPark, Calif.,
hits Clark, Lyons, Owens, Sorensen. good, as he was some
day afternoon.
will
where they
spend several week.
years go, but, ers useful courses have been providTwo base hits Chaves, Shirley. Dou- levertneiess, he Is too
c. J. Snowden, Santa Fe assistant
ed and the school also has
Dr. H. W. Goelitz, Santa Fe physigood to be
arranged :
mrougn exceptionally good luck ble plays Sorensen to Shirley to Mc- fooled with.
chief special agent with headquarter! cian, returned
Wishing you lots of suc to give some courses thai will be of
yesterday afternoon and the fact that
in Albuquerque, was in Lag Vegas yes- - from
Albuquerque had lntyre, Salazar to Bibo to Chavez. cess, i am.
Interest and profit to the people of
Topeka, where he had been to little to offer in
the
way of offensive Struck out
Here is one more of our
y O'Bannon 3, by Barr
terday afternoon.
the city who care to avail thenwjives
"Yours very truly,
attend the dedication of the Hurley
and defensive play, the Maroons de- 10. Bases on balls oft O'Bannon 3,
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant monument.
of the opportunity to spend a
Richard
K.
"JACK
con
a
usual and attractive bargains.
O'BRIEN."
Hays,
Santa Fe solocitor In New Mexico, ductor, and William Lewis car fore- feated the Albuquerque Grays Satur off Barr 3. .Time of game 1:55. UmO'Brien will bring his son
hours each week in study during the
along
day by a score of 15 to 8 and won out pire McWenie,
We were fortunate in sereturned yesterday afternoon from a man, also came in
and allow "Young Jack" td watch
yesterday afternoon yesterday 7 to 6. Sorensen
the early summer season
short
pitched
to
Kansas
trip,
big battle.
Mrs. Ida Kruse McFarland, who deon train No. 1.
City.
curing a new and
Saturday's game and might have scor
Dr. T. P. Martin and Carlos Dunn,
Game
Al Ray, "Bo" Stauffer, "Red" Reed ed
lighted Las Vegans last summer witn
Promoter
Saturday's
Jot of lingerie dresses
Jack
wired
a
ProCurley
shutout had it not been for a
at a
AB. R. H. PO. A.
cashier of the Taos Valley bank, camo Tony Sena, "Scotti" Scott and Beit
her lectures, will be at the Normal
Albuquerque
brace of errors by Lockhart and the
'
5 1 1 0 5 1. ha n,o
in from Taos
greatly reduced price.
all
this year. She will teach two
Bibo, 2b
of
The Optic Pub
again
employes
Saturday, returning Hursh,
isan
Francisco"o .eavuig
of the umpire to call a bats
for
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homo yesterday. They made the trip lishing company, made up a fishing neglect
ss.
one in constructive English
2 1 Los Angeles.
Salazar,
classes,
Come and see them.
man out who hit an infield
v..
uitjr hur and one in
fly with Chavez, lb
in Dr. Martjn's automobile.
5 0 2 11 1
literature and will lecture
party to the upper Gallinas canyon the bases full.
met
with
ley
much
This cost six runs.
encouragement once each
We will convince you that
Mrs. G. W. Rives, arrived yesterflaj They left the city Saturday afternoon,
c
.4 0 0 1 0
and he was. assured that
week upon subjects to be
In the eighth innning Sorensen, evi Berardinelli,
numlarge
If.
atfernoon from her home In Clovis going to a point north of Harvey's
bers of coast fans would'
announced later. Miss Elizabeth
s..4 2 2 2 1
they are real bargains.
rattled by hla poor support; Hartline,
attend the
5 2 2 2 4
and will spend the summer In Las Ve- carriage house and spent yesterday dently
Gonzales, 3b.
the foremost primary teach"ig Dattte on Independence day.
allowed five hits. By that time the
6 1 2 2 0
cf.
gas. Mrs. Rives is' a sister of Harry fishing above ,tbe carriage house,
er
While
Hollister,
and a highly' successful
Colorado,
in
Los
Angeles CurW
Maroons had braced up a little and
4 1 1 0 3
to engage Abdul the
JennlngB, p
institute worker, will give five lecHerring of the H. and F. ' Automobile
George W. Morrison, manager of
fast
the
fam tures
by
Turk,
fielding, kept the slaughter O'Bannon, rf
3 1 0 1 1
and Garage company.
Jack Carson, middleweight champion down to two
on subjects of Interest to grada
ous wrestler, as a rubber
runs. That was the ex
in Flynn
Lee Gerard, aoompanied by his sis of the Rocky Mountains, and Charlie tent
teachers. There will be special leccorner, ft iB rumored Wre that
of Albuquerque's scoring.
the
40 8 11 24 17 51
ter. Miss Hazel Gerard, left last night Pierson, the fighting newsboy, was
Totals
(The Popular Priced Store)
wwgaswtivers bont, to have been tures by physicians of the city upon
If Saturday's game was fierce yes
No.v
In
on'
2
visitor
train
Las
for
Morrison
Rochester
Minn.
the need of physical examination and
Vegas today.
staged In Los Angeles on
Agent, for The Nfw Idea K)c Pttltra.
July 4, will care of
The Maroons
Maroons
AB. R. H. PO. A. E be called off on
Where Miss Gerard will undergo an is anxious to match Carson with How terday's was rotten.
cnildrea. The president and
account of the fact
were playing against a bunch of ama Clark, if.
5
Phor Main 104.
operation In the hospital of the fa ard Morrow, who is a member of the
dean will give lectures on pedegago-ca- l
that Wolgast Is still
teurs and they did not gain any glory
suffering from
5
mous Mayo brothers, noted surgeons. Flynn camp, doing
Ellis, rf
and sociological
sparring etunts
eirects of his late operation
problems and
4
Miss Mildred Hornbein, who has with the Pueblo fireman. He stands through the contrast. One would have Lyons, cf.
Governor W. C. McDonald and State
recent
"eats
having shown his
4
been emmployed as a teacher In the ready to match Pierson with any wel thought they were a bunch of high Lockhart, ss
condition not to be
Superintendent Alvaa H. Whlto will
school kids instead of a well paid, well Owens, 3b
satisfactory for
3
New Mexico Normal University dur- terweight !n the world.
,..,.4
addresses before; the students
give
entrance
into
a
lone, hard Wn
fed bunch of near-tarand hope-to-'
Buckles, c.
ing (he past year left yesterday afte
the rumor is correct immense
the session.
during
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be's.
on
the rubber Mclntyre, lb.
Polly Barr
crowds
noon for Denver. Miss Hornbein has
For the, housewives of the city a
wiu come here from the coast.
Waldo Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs, for the locals. ..He didn't
get going g0rensen, p
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East Las Vegas during the past year,
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It was feared by some that by Miss George, which will be adaptin the home of E. E. Johnson on pulled off a bonehead or a Juicy error Albuquerque ...0
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show
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To
make
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might not take kindly teach
Merrill and Miss Ethel Musser will reSacrifice hits Soren
Summary:
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a
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Ward left this morning for Santa' Fe this morning, D. L. Batchelor, Santa Albuquerque, No ? The fun began In playsWennings to Chavez to Gonza
tii,
so as to suit the convenience of tn- " rapia improvement since
on the California Limited.
arYester- Fe depot agent, arrived in Salina, the first inning. The first man got a les, O'Bannon to Salazar. Struck out
tin
rival ot Ryan
is attributable to greater number of persons deslrlnir
day Mr. Ward, while in Mora, receiv Kan., hia former home, yesterday base on balls. The next bunted to
by Sorensen 5. Bases on balls off
to take the course.
Ryan's
In
Barr."
close
was
admonition.
an
after
extended
Mclntyre
playing
ed word that his presence was desir morning
trip In the
Tennings 5. Hit by pitcher Hartline,
Miss Ross and Miss Cluxton will
'
Ryan is a trifle .Mh!n
ed In Santa Fe. He started home In far east Mr. Batchelor will return and he was unable to get back to the Ellis, Lockhart. Time of game 1:45.
,.. have
classes respectively in elocution
stawas
who
sack.
s
to
first
Flynn
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Lockhart,
an automobile and got lost In the
defense. He thinks the
Vegas the middle of this month
Umpire Ettinger.
and
instrumental
big
music and the enfellow leaves too
tioned at second, covered first, but the
dark after nightfall, t The trip from
many openings and tire teaching staff will
REGULAR DINNER
be present to
8
runner.
too
to
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late
the
throw
get
Mora consumed seven hours.
him in the art of
The Fortnightly club will give
pro- take charge of the various courses.
down
laid
ball
next
the
batter
The
himself
tecting
dance
tomorrow
. .me- summer scnool will
while, nt. fha
Miss Regina Stern, who has been
CEDAR VALLEY CIRCUIT TO OPEN
evening in the Com
close on
and Barr headed It off. With men
SUNDAY DINNER
Des Moines, la., June 3. The rac nuie,
worrying his antagonist as July 26.
attending school at La Salle Seminary mercial club rooms.
on
second
mucn
and
the
first
as
clearly
play
nossihln
in Auborndale, Mass., is expected home
Be likes Flvnn'o
35o
ing season of the Cedar Valley circuit
a
should have gone to third. However, of
rugged physique and his
the American Tmttlne.
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State 8 the latter part of this week.
Escorted by men interested In good
The Chalmers seven-seateJay
ability to
tour.'ng Captain Owen was not amonjr those
Punishment. Flynn's style' als roads in New
Stern and Morton Stern, who are a'fr car
Mexico, the members of
belonging to Jack Johnson arriv present on the third sack. Lockhart is scheduled to open with a three
1
j
BARNES & RUSH, Props.
days' meetlne hora tnmnrmw
- - mat.j the Los Angeles times
...... wh "Waj to Ryan as the hoot
tending Universitv of Missouri f In ed here Saturday afternoon and was
to cover first, but Barr season
ran
over
again
Columbia, Mo., will return to Las Ve unloaded
will continue until the last , gettInS under Johnson's guard. He highway party made a
yesterday, being put In in held on to the ball, with the result
trip to the Hot
" 8
week of July and will embrace meet-gas a week from today.
"tyle is a roughing Springs this afternoon, paying a visit
stant use by the black champion.
that everybody was safe. At this
11 18 a
lngs In Perry, Marion, Waverly, Ma- - ,'6
roughing fight that to the training quarters of Jim Flynn,
Juncture Captain Owen benched Lock- son
"reman: is being perfected
the Pueblo fireman. On the return
City, Osage and Algona, Iowa, and
hart, presumably for not covering first Austin, Minn.
Ryan neneves this is th
tin
trip to Las Vegas they stopped at the
in Jig time. He did not bench him- dope to get the streak of
"Big Smoke's" camp.
yellow
that
self, however, although he had failed
s confident exists in the hTack
Capital Paid in
to cover third on a forced run,
Surplus
The Las V.egas grant board held its
man's maiteup,
$100,000.00
ALL GOOD FELLOWS GO TO
Lockhart Is a popular chap with the
$50,000.00
Johnson and Flynn both
regular
monthly meeting today id its
rfnrm
;
'. "
V
fans and they almost tore down the
on the Plaza. The board
their gymnasium stunts before
quarters
larM
stand when they saw what had hap
v.
spent the greater part of the day in
uwuB or visitors
yesterday, rjnpened. Owen is a gentleman all the
servers declare Johnson looking after routine business. The
time and a good baseball player once
board some time ago
"
looks slow,
brought action
compared with his- for- J. M. Cf'NNINOHAn, Piedt-nIn a while, but his Judgment
3
FRANK SPRINOER.
ur
speea. However, to one who has for the forfeiture of the bond of the
yestei;
HOSKINS.
Cuhter
was
poor. Shirley who replaced
Camfield Development
day
"ever seen him before, he an-.company of
Lockhart on second, made some Jolly
Greeley,
as
A.,j
Colo., which had the con
a.
streak
of
:
nUieir h,,t
.
very
erros and Sorensen, whom he had sta
tract for the construction of the ir.
-y
dmck lightnins. Flynn knoc
tioned on short, booted a couple and
igatlon system on the grant norta of
uul
lW0 r His sparrlne nartnor.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS j i j
stood and watched another infield
this city. The company's contract
had Howard Morrow
ready to quit at ran out
grounder wander by him for a hit By
u.e
ena
'
sometime ago and it u ?
ot
tie third session. OFFICIAL DISPENSER CF
opportune hitting late In the game,
Johnson expects to play; a few ex- for an extension of time. Tha to; r i
when some of the Albuquerque play- agreed to
niDition dates before the
OLD RIPY WHISKEY
big fight ed the grant the extenaioa providera misjudged and booted balls that
June 6 he will go to Santa
company would
renew
Fe and bond.
would have been handled easily by
on or about June 17 he
This It failed to do and stens
COOHS GOLDEN BEER ON
will
anneflr
competent ball tossers, the Maroons
m Aiouquerque.
He says he has run were taken to protect the grant
managed to tie the score. Iii the last
off five pounds since
coming
half of the ninth two errors by Salaand his weight today was 227.
A1I Brands of Bottled Beer
zar and sacrifice hits by Shirley and
The special trains from Denver
Buckles chased the winning run over
Capital Stock,
and Bonded Whiskies
bearing fans for the bis bout will
the pan. After putting up such a rot
leave the Colorado
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
ten exhibition, to win was like high
capital on the
Family Trade Solicited
morning of July 2 and will reach
way robbery and the Maroons were
here on the1 third. The railroad fare
kidded unmercifully while on the cars
Wm. G. IlajdoD
President
both ways, including Pullman accomPhone Vegas 133 for
for town. Lack of good clubs to play
Wagon Mound, New Mexico
n. W. Kelly
modations
'
Is $25.60.
Vice President
against is largely responsible for the
Beer
Wines,
or
The following persons have ordered
Liquors
D. T. Iloskins
Maroon's
slump,
doubtless. They
Treasurer
blocks of tickets and expect to be
isM
40 miles noith of Las
have shown In other games that they
Delivered Free.
Vegas
' light f
here to witness the big Fourth of
can play good ball. It is to be hoped
Interest
on Deposia
n gown.
On
Ocean
to
Ocean
Road
July show, accompanied by parties
they will take a brace and get down
of fellow townsmen: R. A.v
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
to business at once:
Hamilton,
Sugar city, Colo.; A. H. Whinole.
Come and Try Your Luck
The box scores:
Rate3 $3.00 Per Day
New Concord, O.; C. R. Brown and
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Las Vegas Savings Bank

he.

$30,000.00

FRYE'S HOTEL

Paid

six

VAJa

Estray Advertisement

BUSINESS

, ,

..DIRECTORY

Notice ia hereby given to whom 't
may concern
that the following described estray animal was taken up by
J. S. Slorgan, Alamogordo.
One bay horse about 4
hands high.
years, 600 lbs., iZ
!
Rrauded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22. 1912, Bald date bting
10
days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
To-vri-

THOMAS J. MORT JMER
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

B12'D0U31AS AVENUE

CLtitnAL HOTEL
r.mS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
-

LI

Cor. Grand andDouglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, PropUtor

Grand Ave
Phone Main 447
416

General

Garage

Business

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
W. M. Shlpp, Tatban, N. M.
One red white faced female cow about 9 years, 124 hand
high.
To-wl- t:

Branded
WT
LLi
On right hip
Branded
On. right ribs
Branded
fLOn left ribs
-J
Branded
'
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said date being
10 days after last apTearance of this
advertisement, said est. ay will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
,

lJ

'

Al H.

Lorcnzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksrnithing,
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and
Watgon Material

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

Albuquerque, 'N. M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Calletano Martinez, North Des Moines,
CLAY AND HAVENS
One bay mare about 10
'
years, weighing 650 lbs.
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
1
Branded
On
shoulder
left
ttl
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Branded
F""
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71
I
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said date being
JOHN N. KINNEY
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Sixth and Douglas.
Phone Main 40.
To-wl- t:

l

i

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
y7est Side Plaza

....

THE ROMERO ADV. CO
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
SIGNS FOR YOUR
OFFICE, STORE OH FACTORY
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
Window Display Cards
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
Yellow Front
SEE JENSEN Fountain Square

H. 0. YOUNG
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing
;

;

Street

520-6t- h

E. Las Vegas

,

Albuquerque,

1st. 'pub. June 1, last

N. M.

VISAS DAILY OPTIC.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
u. W. Boulware, Roy, N. M.
One bay, female colt 7 or
8 years old, weighing
623 lbs., H
To-wi- t:

On
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CHAPMAN
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LOOGE NO
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A.

M.

muulc&tion
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A. F.

Rauiar

aV

KNIGHT

&r

Herman,
Secretary.

Vf. 1L;

.

,

To-wi-

'

To-wi- t:

r i

For Rent

OF

first and

month. Vialtln broth-- '
rs cordially Invited

N. O.

DOrt ADO

EL

ooin- -

,

r

(

.

R. Murray,

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

old, 600 lbs.

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

old.

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
demay concern that the following
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Wm. Gallagher, Elizabethtown.
One bay mare 3 years old,
white face, 11 hands high, 700. lbs.
Branded
On right hip
F"""l
Branded
LmJ
On left hip

Said animal being unknown to this
FOR RENT Suite
of
furnished
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
rooms for light
housekeeping.
before June 22, 1912, said date beiug
Good location.
Price right. Cutler
before May 3, 1912, said date being
'

days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of tie
owner when found.
10

1st

Brothers.

For Czls

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR SALE Duff Plymouth Rock
Albuquerque, N. M.
baty chicks, S12 per 100. Orders
pub. Juue 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Btev
ens, Humboldt Kan.
Advertisement

Estray
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Rocky Mt Supply Co., Koehler.
AGENTS making $10 daily selling
One sorrel mare, 13 hands
"Titanio Disaster" book and "Roose
'
high.
velt and His Policies." Prices Jl.00
Branded
and $1.50; 50
60
commission:
Z
On left hip
to general agents; freight paid; cre
Said animal being unknown to this
dit given; outfits free. Internation
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
al Bible House, Dept. P.' Perry
before June 22, 1912, said date being
Bldg., Philadelphia,
10 days after last appearance of this
said
will
be sold
advertisement,
estray
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
STOLEN One small bay horse, also
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
harness and open buggy with red
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
gear. Horse branded TM on left
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
hip. Suitable reward for any information leading to recovery. Ben
Estray Advertisement
'
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Brohn.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Rocky Mt Supply Co., Koehler, N. M.
One bay horse, white strip LOST,
strayed or stolen from pasture
In face, 14 hands high, 8 or 9 years.
four miles east ot Onava, small
a
Branded J
bay pony, top half of mane rubbed
On left shoulder
off, with saddle, bridle and rope.
Said animal being unknown to this
Reward for information leading to
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
return to owner.
D. H. Kunkle,
before June 22, 1912, said date being
Box 404, East Las Vegas, or Invest10 days after last appearance of this
ment and Agency Corporation.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin. El 9 Tou- cf
owner when found.
LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffered all kinds of oains In her tinnlr OTid
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
hips on account of kidney trouble and
Albuquerque, N. M.
"X got sonns of Foler
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12. rneumatism.
Kidney pills and citer taking thorn for
a few days there was a wonderful
When your child has whooping change In my case, for the j ain entirecough be careful to keep the cough ly left my back .nd
and I am
loose and expectoration easy by giving thankful there 's such hips
a medicine as
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may Foley Kidney Pills." O.
be required. This remedy will also and Red Cross Drug Co. 0 Schaefer
liquify the tough mucus and make It
easier to expectorate. It has been ns-e-d
Old papers for sale. Optic office.
successfully In many epidemics and
is safe and sure.
For sale by all
dealers.

ftJtscclfancous
''

To-wi- t:

tolen

Lost

To-wl- t:

A sprained ankle may as a rule be
cured In from three to four days by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and
observing the directions with .each
bottle. For sale by all dealers.

if,

LAS VEGAS COMMANOERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg

day In each, moatb. at
Temple at 7:10 p. m. CD.
Re
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa, Tamme,
order.

Ma-soni- o

.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regular convocv
Uoa first Monday In each
7 momtit at Idaaonio Tenv

f

2

Said animal being unknown to this

HICIIESTERS'RILLS
1'tsK
IA!UHN1
HltAM.r
for
I,B)lr! Auk your torumaXat
Itrttnd
MheeVtrallamond
fcnd Ual4 rocuitic
1111
In

Uiih.

K4 with

sealed

n

otatrr.

Biu

Ribbon.

f
Buy
IU--

J

V

ynp KB 9
H
lruKif. Ask for
IHAHOMY KHAN1 I'll. I A few
ReliabiaJ
vean known as
ThU

Ew--

K

Best, Safest, Always

SOLD BY

DRUGGISTS EVERYV.'!!tR8

it

t

j

;
e

y

i

LODGE
N.
t,
PYTHIAS Meet
vry Monday ajra--

Kwper .rf
aod Seal.

M.irtfn,
Hx-'r-

second ajtf
ELKS Meel
fourth Tuesday opening of
Vinti
month. st O. R. C. bail.
brothers are cordially invited. Om
H. Huuker, Eialted Ruter, D. W
Condon, Secretary

B. P. O

o

.

A.TTOHNKVH

4

HUNKEP
OUeirtr a
WilHama, H, P.; F. O.
Attorneys at Law.
Blood. Secretary.
New
Laa Vegas,

jVf

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

RAN&FORO CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
-- MaeU ftnt and third
Fridays in
Haaonlo Tempi Mrs. T.
Bowea,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rut) edge

Worthy Patron; lira, Qaorc Trips, Arrive
Secretary. Phone Main I2, 120 No.
2...
Grand arena
No.
No.
No.

4...

h,,.
Man.

TIME CARD.

LCCAL

a

EAST BOUND
:10
11:05
1:15
1:45

p. m . . .
:lt p.
i m.... .11:10 P. M

a.
8...
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
10...
p.
10J Meets every Monday night at
O. R, C, Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
WEST
8 o'clock.
VlslUn
ara No.
member
p.
l......l:20
cordially welcome. E. El Oehrinz. No. 3..
a.
....6:10
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary: No. 7
.4:40 p.
C. H. Bally, treasarer.
No. 9
6:35 p.

m....

.

m

.

1:25
2:10

BOUNo
m
m
m
m.

P. Si

1:45 p. at.
6:15 p. K
4:50 .'"r
7:00 a. m

A CARD

This is to certify that Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound does not contain
opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
any ingredients that could possibly
harm its users. On the contrary, its
great healing and ssoth.'ng qualities
make it a real remedy for coughs,
colds and irritations of tbe throat
chest and lungs. The genuine is In a
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541, yellow package. Ask for Foley's Honand Tar Compound and accept no
I. O. of B. B. Meeta
every firs ey
substitute. O. G. Scbaefer and Red
Tuesday of the month In the veatrj Cross Drug Co.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Tlsiting brothers are
Helped to Keep Down Expenses
Isaac Appal,
cordially invited
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich, tells
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec how she did so: "I was bothered
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
rotary.
I tried a sample of Foley.
double.
,m:icU
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCi' Kidney Pills and they d'd me
and feel
a
I
.NO. 804. Meets second and fow good that boughtme Jottle,
a bl?r doctor's
that they saved
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pion
bill." O. G. Schaefer nd Red rToea
building. Visiting members are
Drug Co.
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
dially lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G.
a farmer living near C!Tena, Ga,
K, Richard Devlne, F. S.
says: "I have taken Fcy Kidney
H you
Pills and find them to
- O. O.
F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO claim for them. They gave mo almost
1.
Meets every Monday evening a! instant relief when my kidniy-- were
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit sluggish and inactive. I can ctfl?rful1y
recommend them to all sufferer from
lng brethren cordially invited to at kidney troubles." O. G. Schaeit1" and
tend. J . 0. FridensUno, N. G.; Red Cross Drug Co.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
C. T. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
Coste no more but gives the best
Resulti
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tne
II. L. Blomqulst Esdaile, Wis., say s
each
Wood
day evenings
month, at
his wife considers
Honey an l
man hall Yltitlng Brothers cot Tar Compound theFoley's
best cough cure
on
the
M
to
market.
invited
A.
"She
attend.
has
dially
tried various kinds but Foley's gives the best
Adler, President; E. C. Ward. Se
result of all." O. G. Scbaefer and
retary.
Red Cross Drug Co.
.

i
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AGUA PURA COMPA'NY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purit
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veeas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market

Finders

Classified ads. search out the people to whom-am- 0nr
at
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST
to ionV
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, wan:
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)
books,
automobiles,
used machmery and furmture, articles of
usefulness of an v
sort, and musical instruments.
,
As the classified ads. are're:td h v ' .
.
jT'
possible sorts of things, t1
have
best markets!
of those who MIGHT BUY
-

To-wi-

DLRt

tsJCnaa

--

Estray Advertisement
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Notice is hereby given to whom it FOR RENT Bedroom, also houseMeet In the forest of brother.
before June 22, 1912, said date being may concern that the following dekeeping rooms; electric lights. 508
love at Woodmen of the Wort
10 days after last appearance of thi3
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Main avenue.
'
halL on the second and fourth Fr
advertisement, said estray will be sold Nick Montoya, Golden.
of
the
benefit
the
day of each month at 8 p. m. C Cl
for
Board
this
by
One sorrel horse, 2 hind FOR RENT Two room
furnished
Consul; G. Laemml6, Clerk. VI
owner when found.
700
lbs.. 11 or 12 hands
legs white,
house. 921 Lincoln.
lng neighbors are especially w
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
high.
come and cordially invited.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs
'12.
June
12,
1st. pub. June 1, last pub.
On left hip
Dell Chambers, 710 Grand avenue.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Hal Cox, Organ City.
One dun mare, 7 years

HA

Viahio Knirtitsare
cordially
;nvltel
E.
Uebtoh
ninr. Cbaottlloi

v

'?

To-wl- t:

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or

OlNNfflt

ALWAYS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

1

5;

I i

HOUt JKDtRt AND REGUl
GOODS OBTAINABLE

(J)

q

To-wi- t:

Phone Main 227

i-.-

''

BEST

AFT

RESTAURANT AND

LOBGY

THE

F"l

To-wi- t:

owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.

1

IJ

THE

To-wl- t:

12. 12

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, said dat being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. June 1, last pub. Juue 12, '12.

OPTIC!

ICOLUMN

-

Don't you sort of envy that bear
this hot weather. lie looks cool and
comfortable, doesn't he? You would
feel a good deal cooler If you were
to use onr Ice. It's pure and cooling
and just the thing for lemonades,
Iced drinks, ice cream, etc. Say, better order some from us today. y0u
can't buy it any cheaper, nor near as
jiure and wholesome.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.

&

CATTLE

Estray Advertisement

To-wl- t:

r

T H E

Said animal being unknown to this
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Board, unless claimed by owner on or may concern that the following debefore June 22, 1912, said date being scribed estray animal was taken up by
10 days after last appearance of this W.
G. Kobold, Mcintosh.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
One sorrel stallion blazed
by this Board for the benefit of the face, 700 lbs., 3 years.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
owner when found.
Branded
TISEMENTS
L 1
CATTLE SANITARY BOARO.
On right hip
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Branded
Five cents per line each Insertion.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, 12
Ob right Jaw
O Estimate tlx
ordinary words to a line.
Said animal being unknown to this No ad to
occupy lets space than two
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or line. All advertls mente
charged
Notice is hereby given to whom it before June 22, 1912, said date
being will be booked at space
actually set,
may concern that the following de 10
after last appearance ot this without
days
regard to number of words.
scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement, said
estray will be sold Cash In advance preferred.
Charlie Hackett, Corona.
by this Board for the benefit of the
One roan horse, 700 lbs., owner
when found.
4 years, 13,4 hands high.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
fySaid animal being unknown to this
j4 irm.
Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
before June 22, 1912, said late being
10 daya after last appearance of this may concern that vthe following deadvertisement, said estray will be sold. scribed estray animal was taken up by
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN V
by this Board for the benefit of the A. R. Kutz, Lumberton.
One bay horse, about 600
owner when found.
feet high, 2 or 3 years.
lbs., 4
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
araaaaawM
Albuquerque," N. M.
r7"
On left shoulder.
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
Men and teams for
Said animal being unknown to this WANTED
frelgfi'ting lumber. Steady work;
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
good pay. Apply Leonard & Cousin.
Notice is hereby given to whom it before June 22, 1912, said date being
East Las Vegas o.r Sands, N. M.
may concern that the following de- 10 days after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the AGENTS wanted for the best sellers
Felipe Valdez, Lumberton, N. M.
on the market. Arizona Sales
One sorrel mare 2 or 3 owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Agency, Phoenix, Ariz.
feet high.
years, 600 fts., i
Albuquerque, SN.' M.
Branded
I...1.J 1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
On left shoulder

'There is no real need of anyone being troubled with constipation. ChamSaid animal being unknown to this
berlain's Tablets will cause an agreeEstray Advertisement
able movement of the bowels without Board, unless claimed by owner on or
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
any unpleasant effect Give them a before June 22, 1912, said date being
concern that the following demay
trial. For sale by all dealers.
10 days after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal was taken up by
advertisement, said estray will be sold Hal Cox, Organ City.
by this Board for the benefit of ths
One roan horse 2 years,
owner when found.
500 lbs.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
Albuquerque, N M.
On left shoulder
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
Said animal being unknown to this
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
Estray Advertisement
n
June 22, ,1912, said date being
?ss
before
m,
p
Notice , is hereby given to whom it
10 days after last appearance of this
may concern that the following deadvertisement, said estray will be sold
scribed estray animal was taken up by
by this Board for the benefit of the
A. R. Carnahan, Sherman, N. M.
owner when found.
One dark dun blaze face,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
675
l!
Albuquerque, N. M.
lib 111 a i i 4 1 black mane and tall, horse, about
hands high, 7 or or 8 years st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12.
lbs.,
'

days after last appearance of this
advertiaement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of tie
owner when found.

left hip

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Advertisement
Estray
Notice is hereby given to "whom it Board, unless claimed by owner on or
may concern that the following de- before June 22, 1912, said date being
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padillas.
One 9 year old black horse by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
about 700 lbs.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
1st pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray Advertisement
before June 22, 1912, said date being
Notice is hereby given to whom it
10 days after last appearance of this
may concern that the following deadvertisement, said estray will be sold scribed estray animal was taken up by
by this Board for the benefit ot the C. T. Turmey, Mesilla Park.
owner when found.
One red and white spotted
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
cow, 750 lbs., 7 or 8 years.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12. . On
right ribs
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice is hereby given to whom it before June 22, 1912, said date being
may concern that the following de 10 days after last appearance of this
scribed estray animal was taken up by advertisement, said estray will be sold
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padillas.
by this Board for the benefit of the
One bay horse, 12 years owner when found.
old, weighing 800 lbs.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
1st. pub. June 1, last pub. June 12, '12

pub.June

3, 1912

10

1st

i

JUNE

Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 22, 1912, sa 1 data bting

bands.

Branded

MONDAY,

V
(1

r

LAB

VEGAS DAILY
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Canadian Olympic trials at MontraatJng color or of plain blue or loops do not stand out tldewuvt In
ready accorapL'theJ mm 1. in BentSlc?
white. Jouy designs of the small butterfly-winfashion, but rise, one
treal.
of light over a w iie with tbn
rays
CALENDAR OP 6P0RT3
prim sort are popular for foulard.- 8bove the other and fail below the
Latonia derby sill be run at track assistance of
Rosin
electricity,
FOR THE WEEK
und make up charmingly. These, knot In the same fashion.
of the Jjitonla Jockey club.
There are
is as yet la i's ii.f ru y, but
apparatus
however, are usually more altrauive two sharply slanting ends, one falling
Missouri
State Golf association very small objects can be
a with
in medium colorings
han In dark ef- to the hip, and the other exactly un
championship
opens at Kausas City. It and It Is only
to supIt
fects and are really at their best with der It, to the knee. If the ends of the
Monday,
Championship meet of the Michi- pose that within a raoiii,ij
will
short un."
Annual championship tournament gan Interscholastlc
a white ground, on which the quaint sash fall
separately from the waist
Athletic associa- bo able t6 see a person while
New l ork, June 3. Regardless of for the informal evening toilette than
little' design is closely sprinkled In line, they are sure to be caught to of Women's Eastern Golf association tion at Detroit.
Ing to him over the teiphon".
the new panniers there is a remark- - for the strictly formal frock durlti soft
though often rather audacious gether again at the hip or knee and opens In Philadelphia,
the
summer.
months.
able variety In the fashions of today
colorings.
rennsyivania state tennis cham
WILL WE SOON 8EE BY WIRE?
Knotted, or fastened under a rosette
PHYSICIANS IN ATLANTIC CITY
Among the dressy afternoon frocks
The frocks and roxtumeg displayed In
J he taffetas have to some extent or cabouehon of tiny ribbon roses plonshlps (for men) begin at Ilav.i- Laugh, If you will, at the apuarcut
Atlantic City, N. .1., June 3. Voted
the short skirt la still vastly in the i
the shops show an endless variety of
folly of seeing by wire, but m the physicians from
superseded the long rlegnant foulard Whatever gash ends, do they must pot ford. Pa.
every part of the
majority,
trained
are
though
skirts
state
Maryland
tennis champion midst of your mirth please da not
as summer silk for general wear, but flutter, and small weights on tapes.
i more or lee picturesque styles.
i
United
and
States
Canada, with at
in
here too. They are really one must admit that taffeta Is harder are
creeping
usually sewed to the ends of the ships begin in Baltimore.
forget that our grandfathers laughed number from European countries, ar
though the narrow skirts still prepon-these
and
useful
(harming,
af
Cotton
states
pretty
tennis championship just as heartily,
lo handle
than the softer ribbon. If the gash, has pointed" or
derate many of the models pan easi- when there was coming into this resort
by the huntemoon frocks, and one may have and more successfully
In Montgomery. Ala.
rumor or talking over wires. And, if dreds
graceful silks, and the per- tab shaped ends, tassels or ball trim begin
ly be adapted for the use of women
today to take part In the sixty-thir- d
them as simple or as elaborate ns one
to whom extremely narrow skirts
Tuesday.
centage of altogether satisfactory af- ming may rumum the necessary
anyone had intimated that future
annual meeting of the American
pleases.
Willie Hoppe vs. Harry Cilne, at
J would be
ternoon frocka in taffeta Is rather weight.
would even talk without U.e Medical association, which Is ,to begin
unbecoming.
This Is esie- Many of the uew silks are hlghlv small.
J
It is a difficult not to have A popular summer fancy recently Philadelphia, for 18.2 balkllne cham aid of wires, over thousands of miles Its sessions here tomorro
dally true of evening costumes, of
Many,
for the purpose and have the silk look either fussy or bungle-som- seen 1b a belt of
of ocean, grandad would have pWe famous medical authorities
which many attractive
pink moire, with pionship.
models are satisfactory
Mil
little of the air of convention fou
Annual
tournament of Missouri away with a stroke of apoplexy suIt la not at Its best when buckle composed of rosebuds and
I shown.
part In the general sessions Uid tho
I
The trains of the evening frocks are lard whose very virtues as a general drawn smoothly and yet to drape it leaves In ribbon work, thickly Incrust- - Trap Shooters' association opens at perinduced by congested laughter.
numerous sectional conference L andt
urility frock militate against it There without running Into the very picture ed In the style of a prjm old bouquet. Mexico, Mo.
When it is remembered that ti.e in consequence
j rather less wispy than they have been,
a week r liendiii
I
a type of foulard frock which It sque or falling foul of the awkward
opening of Cedar Valley circuit voice can be reproduced by mechan- scientific work la anticipated. One of
Jaunty tailored suits In serge and In
and show a leaning toward round or
almost painfully practical and which fussiness is not a simple matter. On worsted show the
ical means, Inasmuch as it Is 'but a the most
pleated skirt falling race meeting at Des olnes, la
square lines Instead of the fish-tai- l
Important features of the
for a number of years was almost a the whole It is easier to make up taf from a deep yoke, over
New England championship tenuis series of
and sharp pointed effects of the winwhich, is a
vibrations In the air; tfiat week will be a three-daconference
ter, but except in the case of certain Hummer uniform, but this is no longer fetta in combination with some soft sort of tunic blouse, which In no small tournament opens at Hartford, Conr vision is but another kind of vibra- for the discussion of health problems
so. There are stll iiractlcalv foulards
er material in the same color than to degree suggests the moyeh age effect.
Charley White vs. Young Shugross, tion In the ther, It looks as thouga in modern Industry and the best mePeriod gowns they are still likely to
be of very soft trailing stuffs with no but they are usualy of the radium kind use only the silk. Nevertheless de
Crashes, striped linens and novelty 110 roumiB, at New York.
seeing over wires would be quite as thods for stamping out Industrial
limit of billowing folds or boffancy. an of designs and colorings differing lightful effects can be obtaned with weaves make up the light summer
Wednesday.
simple as talking over the telepnono.
from the once ubiquitous dark bluee the taffeta
ot annual exhibition of The time may come, and not so very
' Very frequently. Indeed usually, . they
Opening
practically alone when the suits, and these fabrics are being varied most effectively.
'are a partof the tunic orseparate dra-- ; and white polka dot or geometrical de-- ! i designer Is clever.
Winnipeg (Man.) Horse Show
far away either, when he will pick
MONUMENT DEDICATED
agin.
New neck fixings combine fine Irish
3. The
Sashes are very much in vogue this
pery unconnected with the skirt pro
up the telephone and not only talk
Chattanooga, Tenn., June
However, there are still dark blue season and the summer frock that has lace ana velvet in all sorts of wpys- Opening of ten days' spring race with our friends, hundreds of miles monument erected on the Clilckamau-g- a
per; but iu the French frocks of an
nnile coloring's. They are so ad not a sash of one sort or another mut bows, balls, dangling ends, loop? and meeting at Marlboro, Md.
extreme type one finds amassing
battlefield In memory of the Alaaway, but see them quite distinctly
mirable
for hard wear and are so gen be considered hopelessly out of stylfc. wee roses all playing their part.
Ad Wolgast vs. Phil Brock, six as welL
of
skirt
rangements
bama soldiers who participated in the
drapery merging
Into odd little trains and entailing an erally becoming that women would be Sometimes the sash Is of taffeta ribLong suede gloves are very much rounds, at Pittsburg.
Electricity travels at nearly the historic conflict was dedicated today
opening from hem to ankle or knee at unwilling to give them up, but there bon ; sometimes of satin shaped in tab in favor this spring among well dresssome speed as light, 186,000 mlle3 a with Impressive exercises conducted
Thursday.
'
foot or aide. Of course this slashed are fewer dots, and where a dot de- form and edged with lace frills. Again ed and fashionable women.
Middle Athletic Golf association second, and it Is
planned to change by the Ladies' Memorial association
is
It
used
sign
is
to
j
It
very
'will
worn
of
skirt
not
all
some
be
be
likely
up
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
without
lace, piped
may
championship opens at Washington, the light vibrations Into electrical vi- and other patriotic organizations. The
entirely
D. C.
filling In by the conservatives, but the relieved by a border of stripe or by a round the edges with satin. One sees
brations, send them over the wire, monument, which was designed by H.
New Jersey State Golf association and then change them back Into
filling In la often In the form of sever pain border, or to be made up with sashes of very broad ribbon simply
light C. Hamage, Is located on the firing
al layera of filmy chiffon petticoats. plain materal used In liberal quantity. looped and allowed to fall over the
championship opens at Atlantic City. vibrations, which will be visible to line, a spot which was held by the conWOMEN'S GOLF TOURNEY
In short frocks one finds fewer for Sometimes there is contrasting color skirt In overlapping ends; and one
Opening of the annual horse show the naked eye. This Is exactly what federate soldiers from Alabama during
Philadelphia, June 3. The annual
'
'
mal evening models than one did a Introduced in the border or the wide sees black velvet sashes knotted and
championship tournament of the Wo of the Plainfield (N. J.) Riding and occurs In a telephone 4n, a much sim the great battle.
little while ago, but there are still border may be of blue and white, but tied In all sorts of ways and clapped men's Eastern Golf association
i
o lnh.
,
began Driving
pler way. The sound waves are
charming short frocks for Informal may have a narrow edge, not more against the frock In all sorts of casual today on the links of the Philadel
nrunrDATQ ;
iiru
Opening of the fourth annual sura changed Into electric waves, these
evening wear and the daintiest of than an Inch or so of some contrasting ways.
are flashed over a
phia Cricket club with a large field mer race meeting at State Fair park, electric waves
Reno, Ney., June 3. Democrat, of
snort aance rrocKs.ror the younger color.
In Paris they are ail mad about the of contestants. The tournament will Oklahoma C'ty.
wire and the receiver changes 'them Nevada assembled at Fallon todar for
women. The feeling for trained gowns
Dark blue and white stripe radium Martial Armand sash, tied In many continue three days and will be follow- back again Into sound waves with the a state convention to select debfcaten-tSaturday.
Is undoubtedly on the Increase, but foulard with a border design Is well
Eastern Olympic trials at Harvard aid of a delicate magnet and a metal
loops, and falllng over the skirt at ed during the latter half of the week
ths ' national convention at Balti
many women find It hard to give up like and,
the border In some of the left side of the back. These sash- - by the annual Griscom cup competi-e- s stadium, Cambridge, Mass.
disk.
more, ' The followers of ChamrfCIarlr.
the comfort of the short frock, and the best designs consists of broad,
are usualy made of very wide, soft tion between Boston, New York and
"Western Olympic trials at NorthProf. Rosing of the technological and V'oodrow Wilson are coestlng
fortunately there is much more use graduated transverse stripes of con- - changeable taffeta ribbon, and "the Philadelphia players.
western field, Evanston, 111.
institute of St. Petersburg, has al-- i for control of the delegation!
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DEPARTMENT
turned out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes. It is
.uiv.iuci.uivu. auu uuuis. wurjtL ctuu uan iurmsn ooun social ana
optwou uu
business stationery of individuality and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
on any kind of work.
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Extra Fancy Arizona Apricots
15c

Per Pound

;

Bar.

For Sale AH household furniture,
rugs, etc. Piano S130. Apply 1016
Fifth street at once.

VlTII THE REPUTATIStl

The Great and Grand HAJESIIS RAhCE
Iron
is built on honor of the best materials built scientifically
Joints no heat escapes no cold air enters saves half your fuel bill.
Hundreds or thousands In use every one of them giving complete
satisfaction. You owe It to yourseir to know the MAJESTIC RANGE.
Call and see the different styles at
Malleabel

California Black Cherries
25c Per Pound

Finch's Golden Wedding Rys. aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of court.

'

'

Lee McCullough has succeeded Lee
Gerard as "outside man" and collector
for the San Miguel National bank.

line of those popular
Cloth" hats in a variety of
Bhapes, Just received at

A new

red paint.

At the Store of

IKE
D.AIS
....
THE CASH GROCER

Hello!
Where are you golngT
The Friendship club will meet toTo the White Kitchen to get a good
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
25c meal. Home cooking. Open day
the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell,

and night.

1420

Seventh street.

The regular weekly meeting of the
Mrs. Anna C. Quinley, general deLadies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial
clerk In the East Las Vegas
livery
Episcopal church will be held toraor
annual leave
row afternoon with Mrs. Laughlln at postofflce, is taking her
one of
Oscar
of
absence.
Llmberg,
the rectory on National avenue.
the postal clerks, la again on the Job
The United States Indian school atfer enjoying his annual vacation.
baseball club of Albuquerque, which
Dan Crawford yas arrested yesterhas severely trounced the Albuqueron
que city team in early season games, day by Officer Terry McGovern,
will be here Saturday and Sunday. the charge of drunkenness. He was
The Indians are said to be mighty nif- arraigned before Judge D. R. Mur
ray this morning and released on the
ty players. They will be strengthened especially for the games here and payment of the costs with a suspend
ed sentence of ten days.
should give the Maroons a hot

The Tpp Notch
In groceries, we strive to attain
As we succeed our patrons gain.
When it comes to selling things to eat
In quality and price we'll not be beat

.STEARNS
THINGS
EAT
TO

--A

months for assault with
a deadly weapon; Severlano Domin-guez- ,
horse stealing, 18 months to two
years; Florencio Aragon, cattle stealing, 15 months to two years and a
fine of $500 and costs; Harry McCoy,
larceny from a dwelling, one year to
18 months; Robert Miller,
larceny
from a dwelling, one year to 15
months. The trip was made
months to

13

During the month of May three
bound volumes were added to the
Carnegie library by gift and 10 by
purchase, raising the number ol
books on the shelves from 7352 to
7,305. The thred gift books were presented to the library by Walter Banner.' According to'the report of MIS3
Rebecca Rowland, the librarian, 1,701
persons used the library during the
e
past month, and 1,050 books wa.-loaned. Nine cards were issued to
new patrons. There are nine da'.ly
papers, seven weekly and 11 monthly
periodicals on the tables of the rending rooms.

"

'

fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
SEE!-Thi-

s

Uurii.i.

The low crownfwide brim sailor for the young
man is very popular.
The more staple shapes in Panamas and Soft
Straws seem best for the more sedate. We have
any thing you want in the line of

STRAWS
F"

"

J

EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mighty-Goo-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
GERMAN-

d"

roH
SALE
BY

GROCERS

Try a Sack You'lf Like it.

BLANKETS
Our work in Navajo Blankets is pleasing all who see it,
our method leaves them soft
and velvety like new;
Send in your lace curtains,
we are equiped to handle
these properly.
Ask those who have tried
this service, they will tell
you it is satisfactory.

V

At Tfie Horaa of Tb3

Best.cf

ErayCfcj

EaisL!

Fresh Kansas City and Native tteats,

Las Vqjas Steam
Laundry
Phone Mtln SO

617

Dough Art

Sausages of All Kinds Always,
As

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

,

open.'
ROAD

cpf

til

as possible. The commissioners this morning
were visited by a large number of
property owners who wished to . discuss their assessments. Tomorrow
morning the board will meet as a tribunal of equalization and will investiga-

alleged Injustices or
takes in the assessment rolls.

Remember we have
sixth

Street

nrnnv nuiniu
--

SEEDSMEN

1

zkdM

hi;

fflmw
THE GREAT SUMMER UTILITY
J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON EXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTS
.y

GRADUATION PRESENTS

FRESH
SANITARY
BAKERY

&

cni

GOODS

BOUCHER'S

"FORT" CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and Ve
getables From Field to Can

REPRESENT

The Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.
,

QUALITY-PURI-

ASH YOUR

,

,

NotedFor

TY

mm

CLEANLINESS
FOR "FOET" BRAND

"The Store of Satisfaction"

riion
Vegas

It is Easiest to Choose
From a Full Assortment

mis-

the seedA
c,

AT

For the Choicest of

one-fourt-

Make a second sowing of many vegetables for a succesion at this time.

507

1

TAUPERT'S

WORK PROGRESSING

Satisfactory progress on the Las
Vegas-Sant- a
Rosa road was reported
to the' county commissioners at their
regular June session this morning by
J. M. Martinez, road overseer. The
road has been pushed into the Canyon
h
del Agua to a distance of
of a mile. The construction work has
been thorough and the road will be an
excellent highway. Mr. Martinez expects to keep his men hard at work
and push the construction as rapidly

Goto

CO. STORE

Jj

semi-annu-

YOU SHOULD

Cheap as Possible Considering Quality.

r

"

The bride was beautifully gowned
Mrs. Felipe Montoya, after an 111- - in a dress of duchess satin trimmed
neess of nine months, died Saturday in 'point lace. She carried a bridal
afternoon at 4 o'clock at the Montoya bouquet of white roses and the mahome on the West side. Mrs. Mon- tron of honor a floral piece of pink
toya was 60 years of age. The funer- roses.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson left on train
al occurred yesterday afternoon at 3
o'clock from the Church of Our Lady No. 8 at 1:15 o'clock Sunday morning
of Sorrows. Interment was In Mount on their bridal tour through the east
at home on
Calvary cemetery. J. C. Johnsen & and south. They will be
1
O.
In
ar
Urbana,
funeral
Son had charge of the
July
rangements.
The regular weekly meeting of the
Fraternal Brotherhood will be held
TWO ROBBERIES.
For the second time within a weel tonight in the O. R. C. hall. This is
elec
the second hand store of Juan Ortega the occasion of the
on National avenue a Bhof - distance tion of officers of the lodge and the
east of the county bridge, was broken attendance of all members is request
Into Saturday, night and a number of ed.
articles were stolen. The burglars
AUCTION SALE.
made their entrance by forcing the
street. China closet,
1015 Fifth
back door. Smoking tobacco, canned book
wash
stand,
dressers,
case,
goods, and a number of knives were
rugs, kitchen cabinet, dining room
stolen. The thief or thieves, 'attempttable and other articles too numer-ou- t
ed to break into the money drawer,
Sale begins at J)
to mention.
where, according to Mr. Ortega, there a. m.
June 4. W. F. CalTuesday,
was $24, but the file with which they
houn, Auctioneer.
tried to break the lock "broke off. A
DR. B. L. HAMMOND.
similar robbery of the Ortega store
occurred a week ago Saturday night.
"HARVEYS" IS OPEN
this
Stephen powers reported
Thirtieth season, Mr. Harrey In
morning that the cottage belonging
Anto to carriage house, Wedto the Agu'a Pure company at Hot charge.
and Saturday at 8 a. m., returnnesday
Springs had been broken Into and a ing same day. For passage phone
small amount of silverware stolen. Main 385 or
leave order at Mnrphey's,
It Is thought that the robbery was
Cutler. Brothers or Plaza Hotel.
committed Saturday night or Sunday
morning. The robbers made their enEvery pod y reads The Optic.
trance by cutting a screen and forcing the upper sash of the window

te-any

Fresh Chicken, Fish, Smoked an Salt Fish,

S?,1"

F?l

7jr

,

REGULAR RETAIL VALUm, SJa.OO
We purchased several carloads of this benotlfQl dinner-warand onr
tare purohaie
enabled the manufacturer to
an an exclusive design
and a very low price. We are charging1 partgive
of the cost to "advertising
and only ask
to pay a percentage of the actual cost of the
expense,"
set. It is of a beautifulyon
"Cosmos" deslKn and cannot be duplicated fa
Quality for less than J4 In any retail china store. It la guaranteed by botb
There Is a coupon la every sack of LARABFE'8 Floor. Bend ns Ave
IQDDDI Rrlll Utfl in PiiRh. rim ft. rxistnl nr tiv nmn nmnoi nnlai anil nrA will
aend yon one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons and re
mittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupons Id LARABKE'S Flour are also froud for Rogers' Silverwarw
ftna otber valuable premiums Ask for desoripute circular.

Our Steck is

WEDDING

Witnessed only by members of the
immediate family the marriage of
Miss Marie Schaefer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, to Frank
Thompson of Urbana, O., occurred
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock In the
rectory of the Church of the ImmacuRev. Father A.
late Conception.
officiated at the services. Mrs.
Carlos Dunn, the bride's sister, acted
as matron of honor and Harry Wlngo
was best man.
Following the wedding ceremony, at
8:30 o'clock, the Schaefer home on
Seventh street was the scene of a
beautiful reception to Mt. and Mrs.
Thompson. The dining room and parlors of the house were prettily decorated In green and white, smilax and
white roses and carnations being used In carrying out the color scheme.
Mrs. W. J. Mills and Mrs. E. V. Long,
assisted by Jiss Helen Kelly, Miss
Rachael Ward, Miss Mary Tipton and
Mrs. A. C. Ilfeld, served in the dining
room and Mrs. W. E. Gortner and
Mrs. CharleB A. Spless assisted In reIn the cutting of the big
ceiving.
wedding cake Miss Helen Kelly cut
the ring. Miss Lorna Johnson the but-- ,
ton, and Miss Mary Coors the wish

Mindon McGee, who for the past sevSheriff Roman Gallegos, assisted by eral months has been employed as
his chief deputy, Felipe' Lopez, and Santa Fe. roundhouse foreman at
William Reed, took to Santa Fe the Lamy, has been transferred to Las
prisoners sentenced at the present Vegas as night roundhouse foreman.
terra of the district court to serve Harper Harmon, a machinist In thp
terms In the state penitentiary. The local shops, will succeed Mr. MeGA,
hone.
prisoners were: Rufino Garcia, 15 at Lamy.

u..lA' .1.7

Delayed
1

Straw hat time is at last;here.
just brim full of new things.

SCHAEFER-THOMPSO-

,

-- PURE

Though Greatly

and Charcoal

LUDVIIQ VI. ILF ELD'S

The front of the store room occupied by the Winters Drug company on
Ttridge street is being given a coat of

Ho

llalS

STRAW

alr-tig'-

Extra Fancy
?

3, 1912

Buying a range is not an everyday occurrence eee to it, then,
that you get the BEST. The first cost of the GREAT MAJESTIC may
be a little more than some others, but the durability the wearing
qualities that enable the CREAT MAJESTIC to outwear three ordinary ranges makes it much cheaper In the end.

dram of Old Taylor bourbon

Try

MONDAY, JUNE

THE RANGE

LOCAL NEWS

at the Opera
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EVERYBODY READS THELAS VEGAS OPTIC
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